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Intro
The world is not what it used to be. Once upon a 
time, the world was a full planet, with billions of 
people, trees, plants, birds, animals, and geography. 
Now, it is just a small part of that planet. What lies 
outside is unknown. If there are others out there, 
they are no better off than us, or just unable to 
reach us.

What we consider the world these days is a semi-
habitable region of land south of the northern 
wastes, with a southern border of the 
Mediterranean Sea, western border of the Atlantic 

Ocean, and eastern border around the Adriatic Sea.

The northern and eastern borders are a radioactive 
wasteland of unknown size. Any expeditions in 
those directions have been fruitless, and the few 
returning survivors are all heavily mutated.

To the west, we have no boats that have been able 
to sail far enough to reach anything.

To the south, we have the desserts of the northern 
Africa. These locations were hardly inhabited 
before the cataclysm; after it none survive. The few 
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larger settlements have suffered the same fate as 
the European we have encountered, though the 
radiation here is lower, if any at all.

Even in the semi-habitable region, there are more 
than enough traps. Any major city seems to present 
a decommissioned portal of some sort, and they are 
all surrounded by wastelands. Some of the stormy, 
others quite peaceful. Most are heavily irradiated.

Raiding bands are all over the place. Most are 
nomadic, semi-organized groups of 5-15 people. 
Most are quite peaceful and mostly scavenge and 
trade; while some are quite violent.

With the cataclysm, magic and mutations were 
brought into the world. Exactly where it comes 
from, no one really knows. Some people seem to be 
more able to control the magic. If this is of genetic 
reasons or it comes from something else, we do not 
know for sure. Only sure thing is that anyone with 
magic capabilities are marked by it somehow.

Mutations also have an unknown background. 
Some of it can be attributed to high radiation, 
though some of the abilities we have seen are not 
natural.

History

The Cataclysm
Telling the history of the cataclysm is a hard task. 
Especially as we have lost so much. What we do 
know is quite fragmented. About 40 years ago, they 
came. At first it was just large structures appearing 
in large cities all over the world. Over a period of a 
few days they popped into existence, grew out of 
the ground, or simply enhanced existing structures.

In Paris, the Eiffel tower changed colour becoming 
the darkest black you can imagine. According to 
eyewitnesses, all of Paris felt colder.

In New York, a structure grew in Central Park. A 
small, purplish-black mountain riddled with caves 
just pushed itself up through the ground. Tokyo 
experienced a 300x50x50 meter big block of what 
seemed like perfect, white marble pop up on the 
train tracks just ahead of one of their famous, but 
really ageing, bullet trains. No one survived the 
crash. The block was unharmed.

In our neighbouring Lyon, a cylinder grew up from 
the ground. According to reliable eyewitnesses, it 

appeared as the ground was just pushed up. The 
tiny house on the top just followed it up.

All over the world similar things happened. All 
densely populated areas experienced something 
similar. And people panicked. The news media 
covered it in all of their broadcasts. No expert 
could explain what had happened.

Time dragged on, and nothing else seemed to 
happen. A few sects formed worshipping this new 
phenomenon, while others said the apocalypse 
would come next. Most people did not know what 
to think, and when a week passed, most went back 
to their regular activities, though slightly distressed.

Politicians reacted as expected; they debated. The 
UN moved to an American aircraft carrier out on 
the Atlantic (the politicians disinclined to discuss 
this in the literal shadow of one of the objects) 
where the debates raged, and nothing really 
happened. Some nations wanted to destroy 
everything immediately, while others wanted to 
wait to see what happened. In the end, the waiters 
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won.

What happened next is hard to puzzle together, but 
I will try my best.

A month after the appearance, life had mostly 
returned to an illusion of normality. Military had 
encamped at all of the locations keeping protesters 
and sects away, and every water-cooler 
conversation had the same topic, but people mostly 
went to work as normal, ate their food, and was 
generally as happy or miserable that they always 
had been.

To the day a month after the appearance, the 
apocalypse actually happened. Something 
seemingly activated all the portals at the same time. 
Lightning started ripping up and down the 
structures, and after a short while, something 
looking like portals opened. And from these 
portals, creatures poured out. All kinds of creatures. 
Scores of the them just appearing as out of thin air.

And then the attack started. Everywhere at once. 
They attacked! With what weapons, we do not 
know. All we know is that they eradicated the the 
military encampments in one quick swoop. The 
protesters and sects where next. Some say the 
fighting lasted minutes, some say months. No one 
seems to agree. What is sure is that the attack was 
ruthless, and it was quick.

What ended everything must have been the UN 
finally managing to agree. What happened 
elsewhere in the world, I have no way of knowing 
as the initial attack cut all communication with the 
rest of the world, but here in former Europe, 
someone launched nuclear missiles at every single 
portal.

The effects of the nukes were devastating. I have 
seen three myself, and can only conclude that there 
must have been enormous powers involved. Every 
location is different, but what is similar is that the 
structures are unscathed. The areas around them are 
uninviting. Our local one in Lyon is, as everyone 
knows, a hell locked in an forever raging storm 
which can melt the skin of an unprotected man. 
What we can see of the tower is just the black tip of 
the cylinder, with purple lightning raging under its 
skin.

Every few years the storm seems to die out, and the 
area sits in eerie calm for an hour or two. Then, 
without warning, the storm returns in a flash; it's 
intensity redoubled by the brief respite.

But what happened to the attackers, I hear you ask. 
I honestly do not know. Maybe they were not 
suitable for our climate; maybe some disease took 
them; maybe we just managed to kill them all after 
the initial shock of attack. All I know is that I have 
not seen one since a year AC (after cataclysm). 
There are always rumours of fighting both east and 
west, but no one can honestly confirm beyond 
doubt having seen a creature in at least 35 years.

But they may live on at other places of the planet. 
With the wasteland that forms a deadly belt from 
Le Havre via Paris, Luxembourg, southern parts of 
former Germany and stretching unknown further 
east, we do not have a full picture of what has 
happened elsewhere. We may very well be the only 
survivors. Fighting may rage elsewhere. They may 
live good lives believing us to all be dead in a 
wasteland they can not penetrate. All I know is that 
we have to make the best of our lives.
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Doc
The Wasteland Doc is the guy who patches people 
up after they inevitably get shot, stabbed, sick, or 
otherwise injured.

The Chemist is a bit of a trader hybrid. In addition 
to their medical skills, they also have skills relating 
to the production and trading of synthetic drugs. 
Whether that means "narcotics dealer" or 
"pharmacist" is up to the individual chemist. 
Recommended choices for a chemist include 
Hazardous Materials (Chemical) to safely gather 
raw materials and dispose of waste, Chemistry for 
obvious reasons, and Scrounging to locate useful 
stuff in ruins.

The Herbalist deals in natural remedies. They may 
not be as effective as modern medicine, but it's a lot 
easier to acquire out in the wastes. Plant Empathy 
gives an instinctive insight into the health and 
inclinations of plant life (including if it's been 
irradiated or corrupted). Hazardous Materials 
(Biological) will help with poisonous or otherwise 
deadly plant life. Survival, Biology, Cartography, 
and Weather Sense are all useful for an 
outdoorsman.

The Shaman deals in alchemical cures. In many 
ways, they're herbalists with a speciality in magical 
plants. They pair well with a mystical lens. While 
all the cures have their uses, Healing is especially 
effective (instant +1d6 HP). Hazardous Materials 
(Magical) can help limit exposure to corruption, 
otherwise all the advice from herbalist applies.

The Medic is the healer of healers. The template 
invests heavily in the surgery skill, allowing them 
to bring people back from the very brink of death. 
Picking Higher Purpose (Heal Others) boosts this 
further. Contacts or Allies who owe you their life 
can come in handy later. Electronics Operations 

(Medical) is and when you come across functional 
relics from before the war.

The Shrink is as good at healing minds as they are 
at healing bodies. They can also function as a party 
"face man" should they need to. Charisma and 
Empathy can help insure a good first impression.

Attributes:
Strength (ST)1 10 [0]
Dexterity (DX)2 10 [0]
Intelligence (IQ)3 12 [40]
Health (HT)4 12 [20]
Secondary Characteristics:
Damage: Thr:5 1d-2, Sw:6 1d
BL7 20 lbs;
HP8 10 [0]; Will9 12 [0]; Per10 12 [0]; FP11 12 
[0]; RP12 11 [0];
Basic Speed13 5.50 [0]; Basic Move14 5 [0].

Advantages:

• Healer 4 [40]
• 40 points chosen from:

• ST +1 [10],
• DX +1 or +2 [20 or 40],
• IQ +1 or +2 [20 or 40],
• RP +1 to +11 [1/level],
• Basic Speed +0.25 to +1.50 [5/+0.25],
• Basic Move +1 [5],
• Allies (Nurses, guards, etc.; Built on 50%; 9, 

12, or 15 or less) [2, 4, or 6],
• Charisma 1-3 [5/level],
• Combat Reflexes [15],
• Common Sense [10],
• Contacts (Former patients, etc.; Skill-12, 15, 

or 18; 12 or less; Somewhat Reliable) [2, 4, or 
6],

• Daredevil [15],
• Eidetic Memory [5] or Photographic Memory 

[10],
• Favor [Varies],
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• Fearlessness [2/level] or Unfazeable [15],
• Gizmos 1-3 [5/gizmo],
• High Manual Dexterity 1-4 [5/level],
• Higher Purpose (Heal others) [5],
• Plant Empathy [5],
• Reputation +1 or +2 (Skilled doctor; 

Everyone; 10 or less) [2 or 5],
• Resistant to Disease (+3) or (+8) [3 or 5] or 

Immunity to Disease [10],
• Resistant to Poison (+3) [5],
• Sensitive [5] or Empathy [15],
• Serendipity 1 or 2 [15 or 30],
• Signature Gear [1/item],
• or spend points to start with additional gear (p. 

28).
Disadvantages:

• -15 points from the following:
• Basic Speed [-5/-0.25],
• Charitable [-15*],
• Code of Honor (Professional) [-5],
• Delusion (“No one will attack a medic who’s 

healing someone!”) [-10],
• Duty (Town, caravan, etc.) [Varies],
• Greed [-15*],
• Pacifism [Varies],
• Secret (Organlegger, etc.) [Varies],
• Selfish [-5*] or Selfless [-5*],
• Sense of Duty [Varies],
• Vow (Never refuse a request for medical 

assistance) [-10].
• Another -15 from the above list or the following:

• Addiction [Varies],
• Alcoholism [-15],
• Bad Sight (Correctable) [-10],
• Chummy [-5] or Gregarious [-10],
• Combat Paralysis [-15],
• Curious [-5*],
• Easy to Read [-10],
• Flashbacks [Varies],
• Guilt Complex [-5],
• Oblivious [-5],
• Overweight [-1] or Skinny [-5],
• Post-Combat Shakes [-5*],

• Xenophilia [-10*].
• Another -15 from the above lists or the 

following:
• Callous [-5],
• Cowardice [-10*],
• Gluttony [-5*],
• Low Pan Threshold [-10],
• Nightmares [-5*],
• Shyness [Varies],
• Sleepwalker [-5*],
• Stubbornness [-5],
• Truthfulness [-5*].

Disadvantages marked with a * can be bought at 
different point values depending on self-control 
number (see pg 120 in the basic set).

Primary Skills:

• Diagnosis (H) IQ+4 [4]†
• Hazardous Materials (Biological, Chemical, 

Magical or Radioactive) (A) IQ+1 [4]
• Physician(H) IQ+4 [4]†.
• One of the following 13 point packages:

• Chemist:
• Merchant (A) IQ [2];
• Poisons(H) IQ [4];
• Psychology (H) IQ+2 [1]†;
• Pharmacy (Synthetic) (H) IQ+4 [4]†.
• Streetwise (A) IQ [2];

• Herbalist:
• Naturalist (H) IQ+1 [8];
• Pharmacy (Herbal) (H) IQ+4 [4]†;
• Veterinary (H) IQ+2 [1]†.

• Medic:
• Surgery (VH) IQ+4 [8]†;
• One of

• Poisons (H) IQ-2 [1];
• Pharmacy (Synthetic) (H) IQ+2 [1]†;
• Veterinary (H) IQ+2 [1]†.

• Spend 4 points for +1 to Physician.
• Shaman:

• Esoteric Medicine (H) Per+2 [1]†;
• Naturalist (H) IQ [4];
• Herb Lore (VH) IQ-1 [4]C;
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• 3 alchemical techniques chosen from the 
following:
• Alchemical Antidote (Tech/H) Herb Lore-

2 [2]C;
• Attractiveness (Tech/H) Herb Lore [2]C;
• Beast-Speech (Tech/H) Herb Lore [2]C;
• Drunkenness (Tech/H) Herb Lore [2]C;
• Fear (Tech/H) Herb Lore [2]C;
• Frustration (Tech/H) Herb Lore [2]C;
• Healing (Tech/H) Herb Lore [2]C;
• Health (Tech/H) Herb Lore-1 [2]C;
• Love (Tech/H) Herb Lore [2]C;
• Truth (Tech/H) Herb Lore [2]C;
• Universal Antidote (Tech/H) Herb Lore-1 

[2]C;
• 2 Corruption [-2]

• Shrink:
• Detect Lies (H) Per [4];
• Diplomacy (H) IQ [4];
• Psychology (H) IQ+4 [4]†;
• One of

• Body Language (A) Per-1 [1];
• Interrogation (A) IQ-1 [1];
• Pharmacy (Synthetic) (H) IQ+2 [1]†.

Skills marked with † include a +4 from Healer.
Abilities marked with c cause Corruption; every 
full five points worth of such abilities also gives the 
character a corruption point.
Secondary Skills:

• Three of
• Area Knowledge (any) (E) IQ+1 [2];
• Current Affairs (Regional) (E) IQ+1 [2];
• Scrounging (E) Per+1 [2];
• Survival (any terrain type or Radioactive 

Wasteland) (A) Per [2];

• Urban Survival (A) Per [2].
• Four of

• Acrobatics DX [4];
• Brawling DX+2 [4];
• Climbing DX+1 [4];
• Cloak DX+1 [4];
• Guns (any) DX+2 [4];
• Intimidation (A) Will+1 [4];
• Judo DX [4];
• Knife (E) DX+2 [4];
• NBC Suit DX+1 [4];
• Shortsword DX+1 [4];
• Staff DX+1 [4];
• Stealth DX+1 [4];
• Throwing DX+1 [4];
• Wrestling DX+1 [4].

Background Skills:

• Eight of
• Anthropology (H) IQ-2 [1];
• Autohypnosis (H) Will-2 [1];
• Bicycling (E) DX [1];
• Biology (VH) IQ-3 [1];
• Brainwashing (H) IQ-2 [1];
• Cartography (A) IQ-1 [1];
• Chemistry (H) IQ-2 [1];
• Driving (any) (A) DX-1 [1];
• Electronics Operation (Medical) (A) IQ-1 [1];
• Expert Skill (Mutants) (H) IQ-2 [1];
• Hypnotism (H) IQ-2 [1];
• Observation (A) Per-1 [1];
• Riding (any) (A) DX-1 [1];
• Weather Sense (A) IQ-1 [1];
• spend 1 point on any unchosen primary or 

secondary skill
Make sure to also pick a 50 point Lens!

Hulk
The Hulk is "the big guy" personified. They're 
bigger and stronger than just about anyone else in 
the wastes.

The Bruiser is an unarmed combat specialist. 

They'll happily tear you apart with their bare hands. 
Strength and Striking Strength is key to deal 
significant damage (note also that the unarmed 
combat skills give extra damage per dice). Tough 

http://klubbsaga2016.wikidot.com/terrain-types
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http://klubbsaga2016.wikidot.com/corruption
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skin will give a little extra protection (to help you 
get close intact), as will combat reflexes and/or 
High Pain Threshold.

The Heavy Gunner uses their high strength to 
carry and wield mounted weapons as rifles. Heavy 
weapons are expensive, however, so don't neglect 
your small arms skills. It's probably best to go with 
a Guns speciality as your primary skill, since 
Gunner is only used when you use the weapon as a 
mounted weapon (even the heaviest machine gun 
goes under Guns(LMG) when it's fired from the 
hip). Hand cannon allows you wield even heavier 
weapons.

The Melee Generalist/Specialist fights with melee 
weapons. The only difference is in how specialized 
you are. For the melee specialist, buying Signature 
Gear for your favorite hitting stick can help make 
sure it's always available (especially if it's a really 
expensive weapon). Extra Attack is expensive, but 
may be well worth it.1 Your main options are 
Sword-And-Board (one handed weapon and 
shield/cloak), dual wielding, and zweihander. For 
Sword-and-Board, Enhanced Block makes you 
even harder to hurt. For Dual Wielders, Off-Hand 
Weapon Training or Ambidexterity is a must and 
Enhanced Parry can come in handy. For 
Zweihanders, it's a matter of brute strength all the 
way; many two-handed weapons can only be used 
to full effect at 18 ST or even higher (Striking 
strength does count here).

Attributes:
Strength (ST)2 15 [45†]
Dexterity (DX)3 12 [40]
Intelligence (IQ)4 10 [0]
Health (HT)5 12 [20]
Secondary Characteristics:
Damage: Thr:6 1d+1, Sw:7 2d+1
BL8 45 lbs;

HP9 15 [0]; Will10 11 [5]; Per11 10 [0]; FP12 12 
[0]; RP13 13 [0];
Basic Speed14 6.00 [0]; Basic Move15 7‡ [0].
SM16+1‡
† Cost reduced 10% because of Size.
‡ +1 from Gigantism.

Advantages:

• 15 points chosen from among:
• ST +1 [9]†,
• HT +1 [10],
• HP +1 to +4 [2/level],
• RP +1 to +14 [1/level],
• Combat Reflexes [15],
• DR 1 or 2 (Tough Skin) [5 or 10],
• High Pain Threshold [10],
• Penetrating Voice [1],
• Recovery [10],
• Striking ST 1-3 [4.5/level]†.

• Another 30 points chosen from among the 
previous traits or:
• another +1 to +3 ST [9/level]†,
• DX +1 [20],
• Will +1 to +3 [5/level],
• Per +1 or +2 [5 or 10],
• Alcohol Tolerance [1],
• Allies (Gang members, followers, etc.; Built 

on 50%; 9, 12, or 15 or less) [2, 4, or 6],
• Breath Holding 1 [2],
• Danger Sense [15],
• Daredevil [15],
• Enhanced Block 1 (Shields or Cloaks) [5],
• Enhanced Parry 1 (Bare Hands or One 

Weapon) or (All Weapons) [5 or 10],
• Extra Attack 1 [25],
• Favor [Varies],
• Fearlessness [2/level] or Unfazeable [15],
• Fit [5] or Very Fit [15],
• Hand Cannon 1 or 2 [1 or 2],
• Hard to Kill [2/level],
• Hard to Subdue [2/level],
• Improvised Weapons (any) [1],
• Less Sleep 1-4 [2/level],
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• Night Vision 1-5 [1/level],
• Off-Hand Weapon Training [1/skill] or 

Ambidexterity [5],
• Quick Reload (any) [1],
• Rapid Healing [5] or Very Rapid Healing [15],
• Resistant to Disease (+3) or (+8) [3 or 5],
• Resistant to Poison (+3) [5],
• Signature Gear [1/item],
• Temperature Tolerance 1-3 [1/level],
• or spend points to start with additional gear (p. 

28)
† Cost reduced 10% because of Size. For Striking 
Strength round the final cost up (so it costs 5,9, or  
14 depending on level).

Disadvantages:

• Gigantism [0].
• Another -20 points chosen from

• Bad Temper [-10*],
• Berserk [-10*],
• Bloodlust [-10*],
• Bully [-10*],
• Callous [-5],
• Charitable [-15],
• Code of Honor (Pirate’s) [-5],
• Compulsive Brawling [-10*],
• Impulsiveness [-10*],
• Intolerance (Weaklings – ST 10 or less) [-5],
• On the Edge [-15*],
• Overconfidence [-5*],
• Pacifism (Cannot Harm Innocents or Self-

Defense Only) [-10 or -15],
• Sense of Duty (Friends) [-5],
• Stubbornness [-5].

• A further -25 points chosen from among the 
previous traits or:
• reduced Basic Speed [-5/-0.25],
• Basic Move -1 or -2 [-5/level],
• Alcoholism [-15],
• Appearance [Varies],
• Chummy [-5] or Gregarious [-10] or Loner [-

5*],
• Gluttony [-5*],

• Gullibility [-10*],
• Jealousy [-10],
• Klutz [-5],
• Low Empathy [-20],
• Odious Personal Habits (Arrogant, aggressive, 

etc.) [-5 to -15],
• Overweight [-1], Fat [-3] or Very Fat [-5],
• Wounded [-5].

Disadvantages marked with a * can be bought at 
different point values depending on self-control 
number (see pg 120 in the basic set).

Primary Skills:

• Intimidation‡ (A) Will+1 [4]
• One of the following 19 point packages:

• Bruiser:
• One of17

• Brawling (E) DX+2 [4];
• Boxing (A) DX+1 [4];
• Karate (H) DX [4];

• One of18
• Judo (H) DX [4];
• Sumo Wrestling (A) DX+1 [4];
• Wrestling (A) DX+1 [4];
• Judo (H) DX [4];

• Spend 8 points for either
• +1 to both previously chosen skills
• +2 to one of them.

• Three of
• Axe/Mace (A) DX-1 [1];
• Bow (A) DX-1 [1];
• Broadsword (A) DX-1 [1];
• Crossbow (E) DX [1];
• Fast-Draw (any) (E) DX [1];
• Guns (any) (E) DX [1];
• Knife (E) DX [1];
• Lasso (A) DX-1 [1];
• Liquid Projector (any) (E) DX [1];
• Shield (E) DX [1];
• Shortsword (A) DX-1 [1];
• Spear (A) DX-1 [1];
• Spear Thrower (A) DX-1 [1];
• Staff (A) DX-1 [1];

javascript:;
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• Throwing (A) DX-1 [1];
• Thrown Weapon (any) (E) DX [1];
• Two-Handed Axe/Mace (A) DX-1 [1];
• Two-Handed Sword (A) DX-1 [1];

• Heavy Gunner:
• One of

• Gunner (Machine Gun, or Rockets)(E) 
DX+3 [8];

• Guns (Grenade Launcher (GL), Shoulder 
Fired Rockets (LAW), or Machine Guns 
(LMG)) (E) DX+3 [8];

• Liquid Projector (Flamethrower or Water 
Cannon) (E) DX+3 [8];

• Two skills from the previous list at (E) 
DX+2 [4] or
• Crossbow (E) DX+2 [4];
• Guns (Pistol, Rifle, Shotgun, or Sub-

Machine Gun (SMG)) (E) DX+2 [4];
• Three of

• Axe/Mace (A) DX-1 [1];
• Brawling (E) DX [1];
• Broadsword (A) DX-1 [1];
• Fast-Draw (any) (E) DX [1];
• Knife (E) DX [1];
• Shortsword (A) DX-1 [1];
• Spear (A) DX-1 [1];
• Spear Thrower (A) DX-1 [1];
• Staff (A) DX-1 [1];
• Throwing (A) DX-1 [1];
• Thrown Weapon (any) (E) DX [1];
• Two-Handed Axe/Mace (A) DX-1 [1];
• Two-Handed Sword (A) DX-1 [1];
• Wrestling (A) DX-1 [1];

• Melee Generalist:
• Four of

• Axe/Mace (A) DX+1 [4];
• Bolas (A) DX+1 [4];
• Bow (A) DX+1 [4];
• Broadsword (A) DX+1 [4];
• Crossbow (E) DX+2 [4];
• Flail (H) DX [4];
• Knife (E) DX+2 [4];
• Kusari (H) DX [4];

• Lasso, (A) DX+1 [4];
• Net (H) DX [4];
• Polearm (A) DX+1 [4];
• Shield (E) DX+2 [4];
• Shortsword (A) DX+1 [4];
• Spear (A) DX+1 [4];
• Spear Thrower (A) DX+1 [4];
• Staff, Throwing (A) DX+1 [4];
• Thrown Weapon (any) (E) DX+2 [4];
• Two-Handed Axe/Mace (A) DX+1 [4];
• Two-Handed Flail (H) DX [4];
• Two-Handed Sword (A) DX+1 [4];
• Whip (A) DX+1 [4];

• Three of
• Brawling (E) DX [1];
• Fast-Draw (any) (E) DX [1];
• Guns (any) (E) DX [1];
• Liquid Projector (any) (E) DX [1];
• Boxing (A) DX-1 [1];
• Sumo Wrestling, (A) DX-1 [1];
• Wrestling (A) DX-1 [1];

• Melee Specialist:
• One of

• Axe/Mace (A) DX+3 [12];
• Broadsword (A) DX+3 [12];
• Flail (H) DX+2 [12];
• Knife (E) DX+4 [12];
• Kusari (H) DX+2 [12];
• Polearm (A) DX+3 [12];
• Shortsword (A) DX+3 [12];
• Spear (A) DX+3 [12];
• Staff (A) DX+3 [12];
• Two-Handed Axe/Mace (A) DX+3 [12];
• Two-Handed Flail (H) DX+2 [12];
• Two-Handed Sword (A) DX+3 [12];

• One of
• Bolas (A) DX+1 [4];
• Bow (A) DX+1 [4];
• Crossbow (E) DX+2 [4];
• Lasso (A) DX+1 [4];
• Net (H) DX [4];
• Shield (E) DX+2 [4];
• Spear Thrower (A) DX+1 [4];
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• Throwing (A) DX+1 [4];
• Thrown Weapon (any) (E) DX+2 [4];
• Whip (A) DX+1 [4];
• Spend 4 points to either add another 

weapon skill from the previous list (at -2 
to skill) or give +1 to existing skill.

• Three of
• Boxing (A) DX-1 [1];
• Brawling (E) DX [1];
• Fast-Draw (any) (E) DX [1];
• Guns (any) (E) DX [1];
• Liquid Projector (any) (E) DX [1];
• Sumo Wrestling, (A) DX-1 [1];
• Wrestling (A) DX-1 [1];

‡ Often, but not always, gets a +1 from Gigantism.
Secondary Skills:

• One of
• Scrounging (E) Per+1 [2]-11 or
• Survival (any terrain type or Radioactive 

Wasteland) or
• Urban Survival, both (A) Per [2]-10.

• Five of
• Armoury (any) (A) IQ [2];
• Breath Control (H) HT-1 [2];
• Carousing (E) HT+1 [2];
• Climbing (A) DX [2];
• Expert Skill (Mutants) (H) IQ-1 [2];
• First Aid (E) IQ+1 [2];
• Forced Entry (E) DX+1 [2];
• Garrote (E) DX+1 [2];
• Hiking (A) HT [2];
• Jumping (E) DX+1 [2];
• Leadership (A) IQ [2];
• Lifting (A) HT [2];

• Running (A) HT [2];
• Soldier (A) IQ [2];
• Stealth (A) DX [2];
• Streetwise (A) IQ [2];
• Swimming (E) HT+1 [2];
• Tactics (H) IQ-1 [2];
• Spend 2 points for +1 to any secondary skill.

Background Skills:

• Five of
• Acting (A) IQ-1 [1];
• Area Knowledge (any) (E) IQ [1];
• Artillery (any) (A) IQ-1 [1];
• Camouflage (E) IQ [1];
• Current Affairs (Regional), (E) IQ [1];
• Driving (any) (A) DX-1 [1];
• Fast-Talk, (A) IQ-1 [1];
• Gambling (A) IQ-1 [1];
• Gesture (E) IQ [1];
• Observation (A) Per-1 [1];
• Riding (any) (A) DX-1 [1];
• Skating (H) HT-2 [1];
• Skiing (H) HT-2 [1];
• Spend 1 point on any unchosen primary or 

secondary skill.
Make sure to also pick a 50 point Lens!

Variants:
Normal-Sized (+0 points):

• Remove Gigantism.
• Change ST to ST 15 [50], Basic Move to 6, and 

SM to 0.
• Spend 5 fewer points on advantages, removing 

the Size limitation from all options.

Hunter
The hunter is a wilderness ranger, with keen senses 
and wastelands savvy.

The Scouts are a loose affiliation of explorers 
dating back centuries. They travel between 
settlements, sharing news and stories and helping 

out where they can. Claim to Hospitality can get 
you into settlements where others would be treated 
with suspicion, and Contact Group lets you call on 
other scouts for information and advice. A Code of 
Honor is nearly obligatory. Outdoorsman makes a 
lot of thematic sense. The Scouts page has more 

http://klubbsaga2016.wikidot.com/scouts
http://klubbsaga2016.wikidot.com/area-knowledge
http://klubbsaga2016.wikidot.com/terrain-types
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information relevant for picking traits for playing a 
Scout.

The Sniper kills foes from afar. Night vision can 
offset penalties for bad lighting, and Single-Minded 
useful for long vigils. You may want to invest in a 
really good rifle and buy Signature Gear for it. 
Peripheral Vision can save you from the 
humiliation of being out-stealthed.

The Sojourner is a guide to his friends, finding 
quick and safe routes to their destinations. The 
Sojourner is more IQ based than most Hunters, so 
may want to consider buying that up. Absolute 
Direction gives a wonderful +3 to Navigation. 
Outdoorsman adds to quite a few of your key skills, 
so is probably worth it.

The Survivor is all about surviving, no matter what 
happens. Outdoorsman is vital for a lens so focused 
on the survival skill. Breath holding, DR, Resistant, 
extra RP or HP, Danger Sense, Hard to Kill and 
many other advantages help you survive. Lifting 
ST means you can carry more food, water and 
armor on your travels to help get to through the 
badlands.

The Vanguard sneaks ahead of their allies, making 
sure the way ahead is clear. Perception is key to 
spotting dangers, and Danger Sense useful 
whenever Perception alone is not enough. DX is 
generally useful too. A high basic move makes it 
easier for you to roam ahead as you please.

Attributes:
Strength (ST)1 11 [10]
Dexterity (DX)2 12 [40]
Intelligence (IQ)3 11 [20]
Health (HT)4 12 [20]
Secondary Characteristics:
Damage: Thr:5 1d-1, Sw:6 1d+1
BL7 24 lbs;

HP8 11 [0]; Will9 11 [0]; Per10 13 [10]; FP11 12 
[0]; RP12 11 [0];
Basic Speed13 6.00 [0]; Basic Move14 5 [0].

Advantages:

• 20 points chosen from among:
• DX +1 [20],
• IQ +1 [20],
• Per +1 or +2 [5 or 10],
• Fit [5] or Very Fit [15],
• Outdoorsman15 1 or 2 [10 or 20].

• Another 25 points chosen from among the 
previous traits or:
• RP +1 to +12 [1/level],
• Basic Move +1 or +2 [5 or 10],
• Absolute Direction [5],
• Acute Senses (any) [2/level],
• Animal Empathy [5],
• Animal Friend 1-4 [5/level],
• Breath Holding 1 [2],
• Claim to Hospitality (old friend or scouts) [1 

or 5],
• Contact Group (Scouts; Quite Often Available 

(12-), Somewhat Reliable, Scout Skills-12) 
[10],

• Combat Reflexes [15],
• Common Sense [10],
• Danger Sense [15],
• Deep Sleeper [1],
• DR 1 or 2 (Tough Skin) [5 or 10],
• Favor [Varies],
• Hard to Kill 1-3 [2/level],
• Hard to Subdue 1-3 [2/level],
• High Pain Threshold [10],
• Improvised Weapons (any) [1],
• Intuition [15],
• Less Sleep 1-4 [2/level],
• Lifting ST 1-2 [3/level],
• Night Vision 1-3 [1/level],
• Outdoorsman 3-4 [10/level],
• Peripheral Vision [15],
• Plant Empathy [5],
• Rapid Healing [5] or Very Rapid Healing [15],
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• Resistant to Disease (+3) or (+8) [3 or 5] or 
Immunity to Disease [10],

• Serendipity 1 [15],
• Signature Gear [1/item],
• Single-Minded [5],
• Temperature Tolerance 1-3 [1/level],
• or spend points to start with additional gear (p. 

28).
Disadvantages:

• -20 points chosen from among
• Bloodlust [-10*],
• Callous [-5],
• Charitable [-15*],
• Code of Honor (Pirate’s, Soldier’s orScout's) [-

5, -10 or -10 respectively],
• Cowardice [-10*] or Overconfidence[-5*],
• Loner [-5*],
• Lunacy [-10],
• Pacifism (Cannot Harm Innocents) [-10],
• Sense of Duty [Varies],
• Stubbornness [-5].

• Another -25 points chosen from among the 
previous traits or:
• reduced Basic Speed [-5/-0.25],
• Clueless [-10],
• Delusion (“The outdoors is always safer than 

in a building!”) [-10],
• Greed [-15*],
• Impulsiveness [-10*],
• Intolerance (City-dwellers) [-5],
• Lecherousness [-15*],
• Light Sleeper [-5],
• Low Empathy [-20],
• No Sense of Humor [-10],
• Oblivious [-5],
• Paranoia [-10],
• Phobia (Crowds) [-15*],
• Shyness [Varies],
• Stuttering [-10].

Disadvantages marked with a * can be bought at 
different point values depending on self-control 
number (see pg 120 in the basic set).

Primary Skills:

• Camouflage (E) IQ+1 [2];
• Scrounging (E) Per [1];
• Survival (any terrain type) (A) Per+1 [4].
• One of

• Crossbow (E) DX+3 [8];
• Guns (Rifle) (E) DX+3 [8];
• Bow (A) DX+2 [8];

• One of the following 16-point packages:
• Scout:

• Area Knowledge (any) (E) IQ+2 [4];
• Public Speaking (A) IQ [2];
• Current Affairs (Regional) (E) IQ+2 [4];
• Three of:

• Cartography (A) IQ [2];
• Climbing (A) DX [2];
• Engineer (Rope and Wood16) (H) IQ-1 

[2];
• English: Spoken (Accented)/Written 

(None) [2]
• First Aid (E) IQ+1 [2];
• Hiking (A) HT [2];
• Knot Tying (E) DX+1 [2];
• Navigation (Land) (A) IQ [2];
• Survival (second specialty) (A) Per [2];
• Teaching (A) IQ [2];
• Spend 2 points for +1 to Public Speaking.

• Sniper:
• Climbing (A) DX [2];
• Shadowing (A) IQ+1 [4];
• Stealth (A) DX+1 [4];
• Spend 2 points for +1 to Camouflage and 4 

points for +1 to primary weapon skill.
• Sojourner:

• Area Knowledge (any) (E) IQ+1 [2];
• Cartography (A) IQ [2];
• Navigation (Land) (A) IQ+2 [8];
• Survival (second specialty) (A) Per [2];
• Hiking (A) HT [2];

• Survivor:
• Naturalist (H) IQ+1 [8];
• Two additional specialties of Survival, both 

(A) Per [2].
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• Either
• Tracking (A) Per+1 [4];
• Traps (A) IQ+1 [4];

• Vanguard:
• Observation (A) Per [2];
• Stealth (A) DX+2 [8];
• Tracking (A) Per+1 [4];
• Traps (A) IQ [2];

Secondary Skills:

• Two of
• Axe/Mace (A) DX [2];
• Blowpipe (H) DX-1 [2];
• Bolas (A) DX [2];
• Boxing (A) DX [2];
• Brawling (E) DX+1 [2];
• Broadsword (A) DX [2];
• Guns (any not yet chosen) (E) DX+1 [2];
• Knife (E) DX+1 [2];
• Lasso (A) DX [2];
• Net (H) DX-1 [2];
• Shortsword (A) DX [2];
• Spear (A) DX [2];
• Spear Thrower (A) DX [2];
• Staff (A) DX [2];
• Throwing (A) DX [2];
• Thrown Weapon (any) (E) DX+1 [2];
• Wrestling (A) DX [2];

• Five of the previous skills or:
• Acrobatics (H) DX-1 [2];
• Animal Handling (any) (A) IQ [2];
• Armoury (Missile Weapons or Small Arms) 

(A) IQ [2];
• Boating (any) (A) DX [2];
• Disguise (Animals) (A) IQ [2];
• Driving (any) (A) DX [2];
• Mimicry (Animal Sounds or Bird Calls) (H) 

IQ-1 [2];
• Professional Skill (Forester) (A) IQ [2];
• Prospecting (A) IQ [2];
• Riding (any) (A) DX [2];
• Weather Sense (A) IQ [2];

Background Skills:

• Five of
• Carousing (E) HT [1];
• Fast-Draw (any) (E) DX [1];
• First Aid (E) IQ [1];
• Forced Entry (E) DX [1];
• Jumping (E) DX [1];
• Knot-Tying (E) DX [1];
• Running (A) HT-1 [1];
• Seamanship (E) IQ [1];
• Swimming (E) HT [1];
• or spend 1 point on any unchosen primary 

skill.
Make sure to also pick a 50 point Lens!

Nomad
Nomads roam the lands in ramshackle vehicles or 
on hardy beasts. They are the wheelmen of the 
apocalypse.

While other templates typically have a handful of 
specializations built in, the nomad template is a bit 
more flexible. Advice typically depends on your 
ride of choice. If you ride a vehicle, the appropriate 
Mechanic skill is vital, much like Veterinary is for 
animal handlers. Professional Skill (Forester) is 
used for refueling Gasifiers, so if your vehicle has 
one Forester is a vital skill (you'll also want to 

invest in a good axe or a chainsaw).

Car/Big Rig: This is very much the standard 
choice. Driving (Automobile) covers wheeled 
vehicles up to 5 tons, after which Driving (Heavy 
Wheeled) takes over. You'll also want some 
combination of Navigation (Land), Freight 
Handling, Gunner, and Mechanic. Professional 
Skill (Forester) is worth another mention for any 
car with a gasifier.
Cart/Carriage: Teamster covers any cart riding. 
Packing covers running caravans. Naturalist is also 
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a good idea; it covers knowing what animals can 
eat what plants.
Motorcycle: Driving (Motorcycle) covers vehicles 
with one or two wheels. It also covers motorcycles 
with sidecars, despite them technically having three 
wheels. Most of the advice from Cars/Big Rigs still 
applies, but you probably don't need Freight 
Handling.
Mount: You obviously need Riding and Animal 
Handling. You might consider buying your mount 
as an Ally. At the 15 or less level it will pretty 
much always be available (95% of the time), and 
this gives you a chance to customize it (as well as 
making it fairly powerful compared to other 
mounts).

The following options are generally too expensive 
or rare to make for good alternatives as a primary 
focus. However, they may be worth keeping in 
mind as long term character goals or a something to 
put a few points into just in case.

Airship/Zeppelin: Airship Pilots need Piloting 
(Lighter than Air) and Navigation (Air). 
Commanders need Shiphandling (Airship), which 
in turn requires Airshipman, Leadership, and 
Navigation (Air). Other crew use a combination of 
Artillery (Bombs), Dropping, Electronics 
Operation, Freight Handling, Gunner, and 
Mechanic (Lighter-than-Air, or by engine type).
Helicopter/Plane: The appropriate Piloting skill 
and Navigation (Air) are the key skills here. 
Artillery (Bombs), Electronics Operation, Gunner 
and Mechanic (Vehicle Type) also helps.
Tank/Halftrack: Driving and Navigation (Land), 
naturally, though you may also find use for Armory, 
Electronics Operation, Gunner (Cannon), and 
Mechanic.
Ultralight: Light aircraft (whether a Glider, 
Autogyro, or Ultralight) are generally too short 

ranged and small to be useful on their own, but 
when combined with a larger ground vehicle it can 
make an excellent scouting vehicle. Piloting, 
Navigation (Air), and possibly Dropping are skills 
you might need.

Attributes:
Strength (ST)1 10 [0]
Dexterity (DX)2 12 [40]
Intelligence (IQ)3 12 [40]
Health (HT)4 11 [10]
Secondary Characteristics:
Damage: Thr:5 1d-2, Sw:6 1d
BL7 20 lbs;
HP8 10 [0]; Will9 12 [0]; Per10 12 [0]; FP11 11 
[0]; RP12 10 [0];
Basic Speed13 5.75 [0]; Basic Move14 5 [0].

Advantages:

• Absolute Direction [5]
• Driver’s Reflexes15 4 [20]
• Another 30 points chosen from among:

• ST +1 or +2 [10 or 20],
• DX +1 [20],
• IQ +1 [20],
• HT +1 [10],
• Per +1 or +2 [5 or 10],
• RP +1 to +11 [1/level],
• Basic Speed +0.25 to +1.25 [5/+0.25],
• Acute Senses (any) [2/level],
• Alcohol Tolerance [1],
• Allies (Caravan buddies, etc.; Built on 50%; 9, 

12, or 15 or less) [2, 4, or 6],
• Artificer 1-3 [10/level],
• Charisma 1 [5],
• Combat Reflexes [15],
• Common Sense [10],
• Danger Sense [15],
• Daredevil [15],
• Favor [Varies],
• Fearlessness [2/level],
• Gizmos 1-3 [5/gizmo],
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• High Pain Threshold [10],
• Higher Purpose (Keep my ride up and 

running) [5],
• Less Sleep 1-4 [2/level],
• Night Vision 1-3 [1/level],
• Patron (Entire convoy; 9, 12, or 15 or less) 

[10, 20, or 30],
• Penetrating Voice [1],
• Peripheral Vision [15],
• Resistant to Disease (+3) [3],
• Serendipity 1 [15],
• Signature Gear [1/item],
• Temperature Tolerance 1-3 [1/level],
• or spend points to start with additional gear (p. 

28).
Disadvantages:

• -20 points chosen from among
• Bad Temper [-10*],
• Code of Honor (Pirate’s) [-5],
• Delusion (“I’m always safer on my ride than 

off it!”) [-10],
• Duty (To lead or guard convoy, etc.) [Varies],
• Impulsiveness [-10*],
• Obsession (Obtain a particular reasonably 

priced ride or Obtain a particular prohibitively 
expensive ride) [-5* or -10*],

• Odious Personal Habits (Overly protective of 
ride, etc.) [-5 to -15],

• On the Edge [-15*],
• Overconfidence [-5*],
• Paranoia [-10],
• Sense of Duty (Passengers, mount, etc.) 

[Varies],
• Stubbornness [-5],

• Another -25 points chosen from among the 
previous traits or:
• reduced Basic Speed [-5/-0.25],
• Bully [-10*],
• Chummy [-5] or Gregarious [-10] or Loner [-

5*],
• Clueless [-10],
• Cowardice [-10*],
• Enemies (Rival riders, etc.) [Varies],

• Extra Sleep [-2/level],
• Jealousy [-10],
• Low Pain Threshold [-10],
• Oblivious [-5],
• Overweight [-1], or Unfit [-5].

Disadvantages marked with a * can be bought at 
different point values depending on self-control 
number (see pg 120 in the basic set).

Primary Skills:

• Three of
• Boating (Large Powerboat, Motorboat, or 

Sailboat) (A) DX+4 [2]‡;
• Driving (Automobile, Halftrack, Heavy 

Wheeled, Motorcycle, or Tracked) (A) DX+4 
[2]‡;

• Piloting (Autogyro, Glider, Helicopter, Light 
Airplane, Lighter-Than-Air, or Ultralight) (A) 
DX+4 [2]‡;

• Spend 6 points for +2 to one of the previously 
chosen skills.

• Four of
• Artillery (Bombs or Catapult) (A) IQ+1 [4];
• Electronics Operation (Comm or Sensors) (A) 

IQ+1 [4];
• Freight Handling (A) IQ+1 [4];
• Mechanic (any vehicle type, Biodiesel Engine, 

Ethanol Engine, or Gasifier Engine) (A) IQ+1 
[4];

• Professional Skill (Forester) (A) IQ+1 [4];
• Shadowing (A) IQ+1 [4];
• Shiphandling (Airship or Ship) (H) IQ [4]§.

‡ Includes +4 for Driver’s Reflexes.
§ Shiphandling (Airship) requires Airshipman, 
Leadership, and Navigation (Air). Shiphandling 
(Ship) requires Leadership, Navigation (Sea), and 
Seamanship.

Secondary Skills:

• Navigation (Air, Land, or Sea) (A) IQ+2 [1]¶;
• Two of

• Area Knowledge (any) (E) IQ+1 [2];
• Cartography (A) IQ [2];
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• Scrounging (E) Per+1 [2];
• Survival (any terrain type) (A) Per [2];

• Two of
• Crossbow (E) DX+2 [4];
• Dropping (A) DX+1 [4];
• Gunner (any) (E) DX+2 [4];
• Guns (any) (E) DX+2 [4];
• Throwing (A) DX+1 [4];

• Two of
• Acrobatics (H) DX-1 [2];
• Brawling (E) DX+1 [2];
• Broadsword (A) DX [2];
• Climbing (A) DX [2];
• Knife (E) DX+1 [2];
• Shortsword (A) DX [2];
• Spear (A) DX [2];
• Staff (A) DX [2];
• Stealth (A) DX [2];
• Wrestling (A) DX [2];
• spend 2 points to add a skill from the previous 

list at one level lower.
¶ Includes +3 for Absolute Direction.

Background Skills:

• Five of
• Airshipman (E) IQ [1];
• Anthropology (H) IQ-2 [1];
• Armoury (Heavy Weapons or Vehicular 

Armor) (A) IQ-1 [1];
• Bicycling (E) DX [1];
• Camouflage (E) IQ [1];
• Carousing (E) HT [1];
• Computer Programming (H) IQ-2 [1];
• Current Affairs (Regional) (E) IQ [1];
• Diplomacy (H) IQ-2 [1];
• Electronics Repair (Comm or Sensors) (A) IQ-

1 [1];
• Expert Skill (Robotics) (H) IQ-2 [1];
• Fast-Draw (any) (E) DX [1];

• Fast-Talk (A) IQ-1 [1];
• First Aid (E) IQ [1];
• Intimidation (A) Will-1 [1];
• Knot-Tying (E) DX [1];
• Leadership (A) IQ-1 [1];
• Lockpicking (A) IQ-1 [1];
• Merchant (A) IQ-1 [1];
• NBC Suit, both (A) DX-1 [1];
• Navigation (any not yet chosen) (A) IQ-1 [1];
• Seamanship (E) IQ [1];
• Smuggling (A) IQ-1 [1];
• Streetwise (A) IQ-1 [1];
• Swimming (E) HT [1];
• Urban Survival (A) Per-1 [1];

Make sure to also pick a 50 point Lens!

Lens: Rider (0 points)
Instead of vehicles, you specialize in beasts of  
burden.
• Replace Driver's Reflexes [20] with Animal 

Empathy [5] and Animal Friendship16 4 [20]
• Replace all Primary Skills with the following:

• Animal Handling (mount) (A) IQ+5 [4]‡;
• Veterinary (H) IQ+2 [1]‡;
• Either

• Riding (mount) (A) DX+6 [8]‡;
• Teamster (mount) (A) IQ+6 [8]‡;

• Three of
• Riding (any not yet chosen) (A) DX+4 [2]‡;
• Animal Handling (any not yet chosen) (A) 

IQ+4 [2]‡;
• Packing (A) IQ+4 [2]‡;
• Teamster (any not yet chosen) (A) IQ+4 

[2]‡;
• One of Disguise (Animals) (A) IQ+1 [4];
• Weather Sense (A) IQ+1 [4];
• Mimicry (Animal Sounds) (H) IQ [4];
• Naturalist (H) IQ [4];

‡ Includes +4 for Animal Friendship.

Scavenger
Scavengers specialize in the world that was, and finding valuable artifacts in the ruins of lost 
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civilizations. Scavengers generally hide or 
otherwise avoid dangers, rather than offer a straight 
up fight.

Ghosts focus on stealth above all else. They can 
either be faceless figures in the background or 
never seen at all, depending on their focus. 
Craftiness, Forgettable Face, Acting and Disguise 
all benefit the former approach, while Serendipity, 
Intuition and Garroting can benefit the second.

Looters emphasize breaking into buildings and 
finding valuable stuff, in spite of traps, locks, and 
natural hazards. Strength and Lifting ST lets you 
carry more loot, and Strength also benefits Forced 
Entry (kicking in doors, using crowbars, etc). 
Hazardous Materials (Magical) can help identifying 
and neutralizing mystical dangers, while the other 
three HazMat skills can help against mundane 
dangers (Radioactives, Biological, and Chemical). 
Boosting IQ, which in turn boosts Per, will increase 
most of you most important skills, especially if you 
favor lockpicking over door kicking.

Thieves have discovered that it's easier to get loot 
from other Scavengers than from the ruins 
themselves. High manual dexterity is useful for 
taking stuff without being noticed, and an Honest 
Face and a bit of Acting or Fast-Talk for 
convincing people that it totally wasn't you that 
took that thing. Craftiness is probably a worthwhile 
investment, especially if you're planning on being a 
social thief.

Urban Explorers Are basically masters of 
Parkour. Higher DX lets you Jump further, climb 
faster and generally get around more easily. Catfall, 
Perfect Balance, and Enhanced Dodge all make 
thematic sense, and are useful advantages to boot.

Attributes:
Strength (ST)1 11 [10]

Dexterity (DX)2 13 [60]
Intelligence (IQ)3 11 [20]
Health (HT)4 11 [10]
Secondary Characteristics:
Damage: Thr:5 1d-1, Sw:6 1d+1
BL7 24 lbs;
HP8 11 [0]; Will9 11 [0]; Per10 14 [15]; FP11 11 
[0]; RP12 11 [0];
Basic Speed13 6.00 [0]; Basic Move14 6 [0].

Advantages:
30 points chosen from among:

• ST +1 to +3 [10/level],
• DX +1 [20],
• IQ +1 [20],
• HT +1 [10],
• Per +1 or +2 [5 or 10],
• RP +1 to +11 [1/level],
• Basic Speed +0.25 to +1.00 [5/+0.25],
• Acute Senses (any) [2/level],
• Breath Holding 1 [2],
• Catfall [10],
• Combat Reflexes [15],
• Contact Group (City-dwellers, etc.; Skill-12, 15, 

or 18; 9 or less; Somewhat Reliable) [5, 10, or 
15],

• Craftiness 1-4 [5/level]15,
• Danger Sense [15],
• Deep Sleeper [1],
• DR 1 (Tough Skin) [5],
• Eidetic Memory [5],
• Enhanced Dodge 1 [15],
• Favor [Varies],
• Flexibility [5] or Double-Jointed [15],
• Forgettable Face [1],
• Gizmos 1-3 [5/gizmo],
• Hard to Kill 1-3 [2/level],
• Hard to Subdue 1-3 [2/level],
• High Manual Dexterity 1-4 [5/level],
• Honest Face [1],
• Intuition [15],
• Less Sleep 1-4 [2/level],
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• Lifting ST 1-3 [3/level],
• Night Vision 1-3 [1/level],
• Perfect Balance [15],
• Pitiable [5],
• Rapid Healing [5] or Very Rapid Healing [15],
• Resistant to Disease (+3) or (+8) [3 or 5] or 

Immunity to Disease [10],
• Resistant to Poison (+3) [5],
• Serendipity 1 [15],
• Signature Gear [1/item],
• or spend points to start with additional gear (p. 

28).
Disadvantages:

• -15 points chosen from:
• Callous [-5],
• Cowardice [-10*] or Overconfidence [-5*],
• Curious [-5*],
• Fearfulness [-2/level],
• Greed [-15*],
• Jealousy [-10],
• Kleptomania [-15*],
• Loner [-5*],
• Oblivious [-5],
• Shyness [Varies],
• Stubbornness [-5].

• Another -15 points chosen from among the 
previous traits or:
• Extra Sleep 1-4 [-2/level],
• Laziness [-10],
• Light Sleeper [-5],
• Low Pain Threshold [-10],
• Paranoia [-10],
• Post-Combat Shakes [-5*],
• Skinny [-5],
• Sense of Duty [Varies],
• Trickster [-15*].

• A further -15 points chosen from among the 
previous traits or:
• Reduced Basic Speed [-5/-0.25],
• Bad Temper [-10*],
• Combat Paralysis [-15],
• Compulsive Gambling [-5*],
• Compulsive Lying [-15*],

• Impulsiveness [-10*].
Disadvantages marked with a * can be bought at 
different point values depending on self-control 
number (see pg 120 in the basic set).

Primary Skills:

• Scrounging (E) Per+1 [2];
• Search (A) Per-1 [1];
• Stealth (A) DX+1 [4];
• Streetwise (A) [2];
• Urban Survival (A) Per [2];
• One of the following 24- point packages:

• Ghost:
• Holdout (A) IQ+1 [4];
• Three of

• Acting (A) IQ+1 [4];
• Disguise (A) IQ+1 [4];
• Fast-Draw (any) (E) DX+2 [4];
• Garrote (E) DX+2 [4];
• Guns (Pistol) (E) DX+2 [4];
• Knife (E) DX+2 [4];
• Poisons (H) IQ [4];

• Spend 8 points for +2 to Stealth.
• Looter:

• Architecture (A) IQ-1 [1];
• Forced Entry (E) DX+1 [2];
• Lockpicking (A) IQ+2 [8];
• Traps (A) IQ+2 [8];
• Spend 2 points for +1 to Scrounging and 3 

points for +2 to Search.
• Thief:

• Filch (A) DX [2];
• Pickpocket (H) DX+1 [8];
• Two of

• Acting (A) IQ+1 [4];
• Brawling (E) DX+2 [4];
• Climbing (A) DX+1 [4];
• Escape (H) DX [4];
• Holdout (A) IQ+1 [4];
• Sleight of Hand (H) DX [4];
• Spend 4 points for +1 to Stealth.

• Spend 6 points for +2 to Streetwise.
• Urban Explorer:
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• Acrobatics (H) DX [4];
• Architecture (A) IQ [2];
• Climbing (A) DX+1 [4];
• Escape (H) DX [4];
• Jumping (E) DX+1 [2];
• Running (A) HT [2];
• Spend 6 points for +2 to Urban Survival.

Secondary Skills:

• Anthropology (H) IQ-1 [2];
• Merchant (A) IQ-1 [1];
• Two of

• Area Knowledge (any) (E) IQ+1 [2];
• Current Affairs (Regional) (E) IQ+1 [2];
• Survival (any terrain type) (A) Per [2];

• Two of
• Axe/Mace (A) DX [2];
• Blowpipe (H) DX-1 [2];
• Bow (A) DX [2];
• Boxing (A) DX [2];
• Brawling (E) DX+1 [2];
• Broadsword (A) DX [2];
• Crossbow (E) DX+1 [2];
• Guns (any) (E) DX+1 [2];
• Knife (E) DX+1 [2];
• Shortsword (A) DX [2];
• Staff (A) DX [2];

• Throwing (A) DX [2];
• Thrown Weapon (any) (E) DX+1 [2];
• Wrestling (A) DX [2];

Background Skills:

• Four of
• Armoury (any) (A) IQ-1 [1];
• Bicycling (E) DX [1];
• Body Language (A) Per-1 [1];
• Camouflage (E) IQ [1];
• Cooking (A) IQ-1 [1];
• Disguise (A) IQ-1 [1];
• Driving (any) (A) DX-1 [1];
• Electronics Repair (any) (A) IQ-1 [1];
• Explosives (Demolition or EOD) (A) IQ-1 [1];
• Fast-Talk (A) IQ-1 [1];
• First Aid (E) IQ [1];
• Gambling (A) IQ-1 [1];
• Gesture (E) IQ [1];
• Hazardous Materials (any) (A) IQ-1 [1];
• Lip Reading (A) Per-1 [1];
• NBC Suit (A) DX-1 [1];
• Observation (A) Per-1 [1];
• Riding (any) (A) DX-1 [1];
• Smuggling (A) IQ-1 [1];
• Spend 1 point on any unchosen primary skill.

Make sure to also pick a 50 point Lens!

Tech
Techs maintain and use all the leftover stuff from 
before the war. They're the people who get cars to 
run, make wind turbines produce electricity, did 
through piles of junk to find those last few nuggets 
of working technology.

The Inventor puts together working and 
customized gizmos from junk and unrelated parts, 
improvising up the right gear for the right task. The 
Gadgeteer advantage is vital, as is Versatile (a flat 
+1 on all rolls where Gadgeteer applies). You could 
specialize in on a single skill, but it may be better 
to buy a range of Engineer skills for a bit of 

flexibility. Unless you are really specialized, 
Artificer is probably worth investing a few points 
in. Also, Gizmos are awesome.

The Repairman (or woman) keeps technology 
running and restores tech to working order. 
Artificer is definitively worth bring up to level 4. 
You've got a lot of skills to pick from, so it may 
help to go with a theme. For a car mechanic, 
Mechanic (Gasifier Engine) is vital (Gasifiers will 
constantly need repairs and are the most common 
engine type) and Mechanic (Wheeled Vehicles) 
covers most of the vehicles in the campaign. For a 
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weapons tech, Armory (Small arms) covers every 
man-portable gun (from flintlock muskets to laser 
rifles and bazookas); the vehicle mounted stuff falls 
under Heavy Weapons (from balista to raingun). 
Electronic systems are somewhat rare, but will 
increasingly start popping up as the campaign 
progresses.

The Scientist is less concerned with gear and loot, 
and more concerned with how the world works. A 
high IQ is handy; as is Intuitive Mathematician. 
Electronics Operation (Scientific) is an important 
secondary skill, and you may want Electronics 
Repair for the same as well.

The Technophile specializes in using technology 
rather than building or repairing it. That being said, 
you'll probably want to pick some repair or design 
skills related to your focus as secondary skills. Your 
toys are expensive, so if you want to start with 
them, keep some points in reserve for more starting 
gear. Depending on your focus, DX may be more 
important than IQ, or IQ may be more important.

Attributes:
Strength (ST)1 10 [0]
Dexterity (DX)2 10 [0]
Intelligence (IQ)3 14 [80]
Health (HT)4 11 [10]
Secondary Characteristics:
Damage: Thr:5 1d-2, Sw:6 1d
BL7 20 lbs;
HP8 10 [0]; Will9 14 [0]; Per10 14 [0]; FP11 11 
[0]; RP12 10 [0];
Basic Speed13 5.25 [0]; Basic Move14 5 [0].

Advantages:

• 25 points chosen from among:
• DX +1 [20],
• IQ +1 [20],
• Artificer15 1 or 2 [10 or 20],

• Eidetic Memory [5] or Photographic Memory 
[10],

• Gadgeteer [25] or Gadgeteer (Specialized, p. 
20, -50%) [13],

• Gizmos [5/gizmo]†,
• Signature Gear [1/item],
• Single-Minded [5],
• Versatile [5],
• or spend points to start with additional gear (p. 

28).
• Another 30 points chosen from among the 

previous traits or:
• ST +1 [10],
• Another DX +1 [20],
• Another IQ +1 [20],
• HT +1 or +2 [10 or 20],
• RP +1 to +11 [1/level],
• Basic Speed +0.25 to +0.75 [5/+0.25],
• Artificer 3 or 4 [10 or 20].
• Absolute Timing [2],
• Flexibility [5],
• Hand Cannon 1 or 2 [1 or 2],
• High Manual Dexterity 1-4 [5/level],
• Improvised Weapons (any) [1/skill],
• Intuition [15],
• Lightning Calculator [2] or Intuitive 

Mathematician [5],
• Pitiable [5],
• Resistant to Disease (+3) [3],
• Serendipity 1 [15].

† Limited to 3 levels unless you also have 
Gadgeteer.

Disadvantages:

• -15 points chosen from among:
• Will -1 to -3 [-5/level],
• Per -1 to -3 [-5/level],
• Absent-Mindedness [-15],
• Appearance [Varies],
• Bad Sight (Correctable) [-10],
• Clueless [-10],
• Compulsive Gadgeteering [-5*],
• Curious [-5*],
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• Delusion (“Technology is always safe and 
fixes all problems!”) [-10],

• Impulsiveness [-10*],
• Oblivious [-5],
• Stubbornness [-5].

• Another -15 points chosen from among the 
previous traits or:
• ST -1 [-10],
• reduced Basic Speed [-5/-0.25],
• Charitable [-15*],
• Chummy [-5] or Gregarious [-10] or Loner [-

5*],
• Easy to Read [-10],
• Gullibility [-10*],
• Low Self-Image [-10],
• Short Attention Span [-10*],
• Truthfulness [-5*].

• A further -15 points chosen from among the 
previous traits or:
• Greed [-15*],
• Intolerance (Luddites) [-5],
• Jealousy [-10],
• Klutz [-5],
• Lecherousness [-15*],
• No Sense of Humor [-10],
• Overweight [-1] or Skinny [-5],
• Post-Combat Shakes [-5*],
• Shyness [Varies],
• Trickster [-15*].

Disadvantages marked with a * can be bought at 
different point values depending on self-control 
number (see pg 120 in the basic set).

Primary Skills:

• Scrounging (E) Per+1 [2],
• One of the following 22-point packages:

• Inventor:
• Engineer (Artillery, Clockwork, Electrical, 

Electronics, Materials§, Robotics, Small 
Arms, or specific vehicle type) (H) IQ+1 
[8].

• Three additional specialties of Engineer, all 
(H) IQ [4], or spend 4 points for +1 to 

existing Engineer skill. You may substitute 
Computer Programming for any of the 
Engineer options.

• Spend 2 points for +1 to Scrounging.
• Repairman:

• Electrician (A) IQ-1 [1],
• Machinist (A) IQ-1 [1],
• Five of

• Armoury (Body Armor, Heavy Weapons, 
Melee Weapons, Missile Weapons, Small 
Arms, or Vehicular Armor) (A) IQ+1 [4],

• Computer Programming (H) IQ [4],
• Electronics Repair (Comm, Media, 

Medical, Scientific, Security, Sensors, or 
Surveillance) (A) IQ+1 [4],

• Expert Skill (Robotics) (H) IQ [4]
• Mechanic (Bio-diesel Engine, Clockwork, 

Ethanol Engine, Gasifier Engine, 
Robotics, Rockets, Steam Engine, 
Tracked, Wheeled, or specific vehicle 
type) (A) IQ+1 [4],

• Scientist:
• Research (A) IQ [2],
• Five of

• Biology (VH) IQ-1 [4],
• Chemistry (H) IQ [4],
• Expert Skill (Mutants) (H) IQ [4],
• Hazardous Materials (Biological, 

Chemical, Mystical, or Radioactive) (A) 
IQ+1 [4],

• Naturalist (H) IQ [4],
• Pharmacy (Synthetic) (H) IQ [4],
• Physics (VH) IQ-1 [4],
• Thaumatology (VH) IQ-1 [4],
• Weather Sense (A) IQ+1 [4],
• or spend 4 points for +1 to existing skill.

• Technophile:
• Five of

• Computer Programming (H) IQ [4],
• Driving (Automobile, Motorcycle, or 

Tracked) (A) DX+1 [4],
• Electronics Operation (Comm, Media, 

Medical, Scientific, Security, Sensors, or 
Surveillance) (A) IQ+1 [4],
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• Explosives (Demolition or EOD) (A) 
IQ+1 [4],

• Gunner (any) (E) DX+2 [4],
• Holdout (A) IQ+1 [4],
• NBC Suit (A) DX+1 [4],
• Photography (A) IQ+1 [4],
• or spend 4 points for +1 to existing skill.

• One of
• Airshipman (E) IQ+1 [2],
• Artillery (A) IQ [2],
• Seamanship (E) IQ+1 [2],
• Traps (A) IQ [2],
• or spend 2 points for +1 to Scrounging.

§ Requires Chemistry as a prerequisite. Make sure 
you take Chemistry (H) IQ-2 [1] as one of your six 
secondary skills (from the scientist package) below.

Secondary Skills:

• Spend six points total on six unchosen primary 
skills from any skill package, which will each be 
(E) DX [1], (A) DX-1 [1], (E) IQ [1], (A) IQ-1 
[1], (H) IQ-2 [1], or (VH) IQ-3 [1].

• Two of:
• Acrobatics (H) DX [4],
• Boxing (A) DX+1 [4],
• Brawling (E) DX+2 [4],
• Broadsword (A) DX+1 [4],
• Guns (Pistol, Rifle, Shotgun, or SMG) (E) 

DX+2 [4],
• Judo (H) DX [4],
• Shortsword (A) DX+1 [4],
• Staff (A) DX+1 [4],

• Throwing (A) DX+1 [4],
• Wrestling (A) DX+1 [4],

• Three of:
• Anthropology (H) IQ-1 [2],
• Architecture (A) IQ [2],
• Brainwashing (H) IQ-1 [2],
• Cartography (A) IQ [2],
• First Aid (E) IQ+1 [2],
• Intelligence Analysis (H) IQ-1 [2],
• Merchant (A) IQ [2],
• Poisons (H) IQ-1 [2],
• Psychology (H) IQ-1 [2],

• One of
• Area Knowledge (any) (E) IQ+1 [2],
• Survival (any terrain type) (A) Per [2].

Background Skills:

• Four of
• Acting (A) IQ-1 [1],
• Climbing (A) DX-1 [1],
• Cooking (A) IQ-1 [1],
• Freight Handling (A) IQ-1 [1],
• Lockpicking (A) IQ-1 [1],
• Navigation (Land or Sea) (A) IQ-1 [1],
• Observation (A) Per-1 [1],
• Packing (A) IQ-1 [1],
• Search (A) Per-1 [1],
• Stealth (A) DX-1 [1],
• Swimming (E) HT [1],
• Urban Survival (A) Per-1 [1],
• or spend 1 point on any unchosen secondary 

skill.
Make sure to also pick a 50 point Lens!

Trader
Attributes:
Strength (ST)1 10 [0]
Dexterity (DX)2 12 [40]
Intelligence (IQ)3 13 [60]
Health (HT)4 11 [10]
Secondary Characteristics:
Damage: Thr:5 1d-2, Sw:6 1d

BL7 20 lbs;
HP8 10 [0]; Will9 13 [0]; Per10 13 [0]; FP11 11 
[0]; RP12 10 [0];
Basic Speed13 5.75 [0]; Basic Move14 5 [0].

Advantages:

• 15 points chosen from among
• Appearance (Attractive or 
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Handsome/Beautiful) [4 or 12],
• Business Acumen 1 [10],
• Charisma 1-3 [5/level],
• Contact Group (Merchant caravan, small town, 

etc.; Skill-12, 15, or 18; 9 or less; Somewhat 
Reliable) [5, 10, or 15],

• Contact (Merchant, scavenger, etc.; Skill-12, 
15, or 18; 9 or less; Somewhat Reliable) [1, 2, 
or 3],

• Contact (Trusted trading partner; Skill-12, 15, 
or 18; 12 or less; Usually Reliable) [4, 8, or 
12],

• Favor [Varies],
• Honest Face [1],
• Reputation +1 or +2 (Trustworthy; Everyone; 

10 or less) [2 or 5],
• Sensitive [5] or Empathy [15],
• Smooth Operator 1 [15], or
• Voice [10].

• Another 20 points chosen from among the 
previous traits or
• ST +1 [10],
• IQ +1 [20],
• HT +1 [10],
• RP +1 to +11 [1/level],
• Basic Speed +0.25 [5],
• Absolute Direction [5],
• Alcohol Tolerance [1],
• Allies (Guards, etc.; Built on 50%; 9, 12, or 15 

or less) [2, 4, or 6],
• Common Sense [10],
• Danger Sense [15],
• Eidetic Memory [5] or Photographic Memory 

[10],
• Fit [5],
• Gizmos 1-3 [5/gizmo],
• Lightning Calculator [2],
• Night Vision 1-53 [1/level],
• No Hangover [1],
• Patrons (Merchant company, etc.) [Varies],
• Penetrating Voice [1],
• Resistant to Disease (+3) or (+8) [3 or 5],
• Serendipity 1 [15],
• Signature Gear [1/item],

• Temperature Tolerance 1-3 [1/level],
• additional levels of Business Acumen 

[10/level] or Smooth Operator [15/level],
• or spend points to start with additional gear (p. 

28).
Disadvantages:

• -15 points chosen from among
• Chummy [-5] or Gregarious [-10],
• Cowardice [-10*],
• Gluttony [-5*],
• Greed [-15*],
• Kleptomania [-15*],
• Laziness [-10],
• Pacifism (Cannot Harm Innocents or Self-

Defense Only) [-10 or -15],
• Post-Combat Shakes [-5*],
• Trickster [-15*].

• Another -30 points chosen from among the 
previous traits or
• ST -1 [-10],
• reduced Basic Speed [-5/-0.25],
• Combat Paralysis [-15],
• Compulsive Carousing [-5*],
• Compulsive Gambling [-5*],
• Compulsive Lying [-15*],
• Curious [-5*],
• Extra Sleep [-2/level],
• Impulsiveness [-10*],
• Jealousy [-10],
• Lecherousness [-15*],
• Overconfidence [-5*],
• Overweight [-1],
• Selfish [-5*],
• Sense of Duty (Friends) [-5],
• Slow Riser [-5],
• Xenophilia [-10*].

Disadvantages marked with a * can be bought at 
different point values depending on self-control 
number (see pg 120 in the basic set).

Primary Skills:

• Merchant (A) IQ+2 [8],
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• Two of
• Area Knowledge (any) (E) IQ+1 [2],
• Current Affairs (Regional) (E) IQ+1 [2],
• Navigation (Land or Sea) (A) IQ [2],
• Survival (any terrain type) (A) Per [2],
• Urban Survival (A) Per [2],

• One of
• Driving (Automobile, Heavy Wheeled, or 

Motorcycle) (A) DX+1 [4],
• Riding (any) (A) DX+1 [4],
• Teamster (A) IQ+1 [4],
• Hiking (A) HT+1 [4],

• One of the following 10-point packages:
• Guide:

• Two more of (Don’t duplicate any existing 
choices!)
• Area Knowledge (any) (E) IQ+1 [2],
• Current Affairs (Regional) (E) IQ+1 [2],
• Navigation (Land or Sea) (A) IQ [2],
• Survival (any terrain type) (A) Per [2],
• Urban Survival (A) Per [2],

• Three of
• First Aid (E) IQ+1 [2],
• Cartography (A) IQ [2],
• Cooking (A) IQ [2],
• Expert Skill (Mutants or Robotics) (H) 

IQ-1 [2],
• Hazardous Materials (Biological, 

Chemical, Mystical, or Radioactive) (A) 
IQ [2],

• Naturalist (H) IQ-1 [2],
• Observation (A) Per [2],
• Soldier (A) IQ [2],
• Traps (A) IQ [2],
• Weather Sense (A) IQ [2],

• Merchant:
• Three of

• Detect Lies (H) Per-1 [2],
• Diplomacy (H) IQ-1 [2],
• Fast-Talk (A) IQ [2],
• Freight Handling (A) IQ [2],
• Packing (A) IQ [2],
• Propaganda (A) IQ [2],

• Psychology (H) IQ-1 [2],
• Smuggling (A) IQ [2],

• Spend 4 points for +1 to Merchant.
• Orator:

• Public Speaking (A) IQ+1 [4],
• Three of

• Acting (A) IQ [2],
• Diplomacy (H) IQ-1 [2],
• Electronics Operation (Comm or Media) 

(A) IQ [2],
• Fast-Talk (A) IQ [2],
• Leadership (A) IQ [2],
• Mimicry (Speech) (H) IQ-1 [2],
• Philosophy (any) (H) IQ-1 [2],
• Propaganda (A) IQ [2],
• Theology (any) (H) IQ-1 [2],
• Sex Appeal (A) HT [2],

• Sweet-Talker:
• Five of

• Acting (A) IQ [2],
• Body Language (A) Per [2],
• Detect Lies (H) Per-1 [2],
• Disguise (A) IQ [2],
• Diplomacy (H) IQ-1 [2],
• Fast-Talk (A) IQ [2],
• Intimidation (A) Will [2],
• Leadership (A) IQ [2],
• Propaganda (A) IQ [2],
• Public Speaking (A) IQ [2],
• Sex Appeal (A) HT [2],

Secondary Skills:

• Three of
• Animal Handling (any) (A) IQ [2],
• Anthropology (H) IQ-1 [2],
• Carousing (E) HT+1 [2],
• Filch (A) DX [2],
• Gambling (A) IQ [2],
• Holdout (A) IQ [2],
• Scrounging (E) Per+1 [2],
• Stealth (A) DX [2],
• Streetwise (A) IQ [2],
• One of

• Bolas (A) DX+1 [4],
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• Bow (A) DX+1 [4],
• Crossbow (E) DX+2 [4],
• Guns (Pistol, Rifle, Shotgun, or SMG) (E) 

DX+2 [4],
• Thrown Weapon (any) (E) DX+2 [4],
• Throwing (A) DX+1 [4],

• Two of the previous skills or
• Boxing (A) DX+1 [4],
• Brawling (E) DX+2 [4],
• Broadsword (A) DX+1 [4],
• Fast-Draw (any) (E) DX+2 [4],
• Knife (E) DX+2 [4],
• Shortsword (A) DX+1 [4],
• Spear (A) DX+1 [4],
• Staff (A) DX+1 [4],
• Two-Handed Sword (A) DX+1 [4],
• Wrestling (A) DX+1 [4],

Background Skills:

• Six of
• Bicycling (E) DX [1],
• Boating (any) (A) DX-1 [1],
• Camouflage (E) IQ [1],
• Climbing (A) DX-1 [1],
• Electronics Repair (Comm, Media, Medical, 

Scientific, Security, Sensors, or Surveillance) 
(A) IQ-1 [1],

• Knot-Tying (E) DX [1],
• Lifting (A) HT-1 [1],
• Mechanic (Biodiesel Engine, Clockwork, 

Ethanol Engine, Gasifier Engine, Robotics, 
Wheeled, or specific vehicle type) (A) IQ-1 
[1],

• Search (A) Per-1 [1],
• Sleight of Hand (H) DX-2 [1],
• Veterinary (H) IQ-2 [1],
• or spend 1 point on any unchosen primary 

skill.
Make sure to also pick a 50 point Lens!

Trooper
Attributes:
Strength (ST)1 11 [10]
Dexterity (DX)2 13 [60]
Intelligence (IQ)3 12 [40]
Health (HT)4 11 [10]
Secondary Characteristics:
Damage: Thr:5 1d-1, Sw:6 1d+1
BL7 24 lbs;
HP8 11 [0]; Will9 12 [0]; Per10 12 [0]; FP11 11 
[0]; RP12 11 [0];
Basic Speed13 6.00 [0]; Basic Move14 6 [0].

Advantages:

• 5 points chosen from
• Hand Cannon 1 or 2 [1 or 2],
• Off-Hand Weapon Training (Guns (Pistol or 

SMG)) [1/skill] or Ambidexterity [5],
• Quick Reload (any) [1],
• Signature Gear [1/item],
• or spend points to start with additional gear (p. 

28).
• Another 25 points chosen from among the 

previous traits or
• ST +1 or +2 [10 or 20],
• DX +1 [20],
• IQ +1 [20],
• HT +1 or +2 [10 or 20],
• Will +1 or +2 [5 or 10],
• Per +1 or +2 [5 or 10],
• RP +1 to +11 [1/level],
• Acute Senses (any) [2/level],
• Alcohol Tolerance [1],
• Allies (Gang members, fellow mercs, etc.; 

Built on 50%; 9, 12, or 15 or less) [2, 4, or 6],
• Combat Reflexes [15],
• Common Sense [10],
• Danger Sense [15],
• Daredevil [15],
• Deep Sleeper [1],
• DR 1 or 2 (Tough Skin) [5 or 10],
• Enhanced Dodge 1 [15],
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• Fearlessness [2/level] or Unfazeable [15],
• Fit [5] or Very Fit [15],
• Forgettable Face [1],
• Gizmos 1 [5],
• High Pain Threshold [10],
• Improvised Weapons [1/skill],
• Intuition [15],
• Night Vision 1-3 [1/level],
• No Hangover [1],
• Patron (Militia, Rangers, etc.) [Varies],
• Peripheral Vision [15],
• Rapid Healing [5] or Very Rapid Healing [15],
• Resistant to Disease (+3) or (+8) [3 or 5],
• Resistant to Poison (+3) [5],
• Temperature Tolerance 1-2 [1/level].

Disadvantages:

• -20 points chosen from among
• Bad Temper [-10*],
• Berserk [-10*],
• Bloodlust [-10*],
• Code of Honor (Soldier’s) [-10],
• Duty (Usually to Patron) [Varies],
• Fanaticism (Country, code, etc.) [-15],
• Flashbacks [Varies],
• Greed [-15*],
• Impulsiveness [-10*],
• On the Edge [-15*],
• Overconfidence [-5*],
• Sense of Duty (Friends) [-5].

• Another -25 points chosen from among the 
previous traits or
• reduced Basic Speed [-5/-0.25],
• Alcoholism [-15],
• Bully [-10*],
• Callous [-5],
• Chummy [-5] or Gregarious [-10] or Loner [-

5*],
• Guilt Complex [-5],
• Jealousy [-10],
• Lecherousness [-15*],
• Nightmares [-5*],
• Oblivious [-5],
• Odious Personal Habits [-5 to -15],

• Stubbornness [-5],
• Truthfulness [-5*],
• Wounded [-5].

Disadvantages marked with a * can be bought at 
different point values depending on self-control 
number (see pg 120 in the basic set).

Primary Skills:

• Fast-Draw (Ammo) (E) DX [1],
• Stealth (A) DX [2],
• Tactics (H) IQ+1 [8],
• Guns (Pistol, Rifle, Shotgun, or SMG), both (E) 

DX+3 [8],
• One of the following 9-point packages:

• Gangster:
• Intimidation (A) Will+1 [4],
• Streetwise (A) IQ+1 [4],
• Urban Survival (A) Per-1 [1],

• Marshal:
• Criminology (A) IQ [2],
• Intelligence Analysis (H) IQ [4]
• Either

• Diplomacy (H) IQ-1 [2],
• Intimidation (A) Will [2],

• Either
• Area Knowledge (any) (E) IQ [1],
• Current Affairs (Regional) (E) IQ [1],

• Private Security:
• Body Language (A) Per-1 [1]
• Observation (A) Per+1 [4]
• Two of

• Animal Handling (Dogs) (A) IQ [2],
• Electronics Operation (Security or 

Surveillance) (A) IQ [2],
• Shadowing (A) IQ [2],
• Diplomacy (H) IQ-1 [2],
• Intimidation (A) Will [2],
• Search (A) Per [2],

• Soldier:
• Gesture (E) IQ [1],
• Soldier (A) IQ+1 [4],
• Two of

• Artillery (any) (A) IQ [2],
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• Engineer (Combat) (H) IQ-1 [2],
• Gunner (any) (E) DX+1 [2],
• Hiking (A) HT [2],

Secondary Skills:

• First Aid (E) IQ [1],
• Two of

• Acrobatics (H) DX-1 [2],
• Axe/Mace (A) DX [2],
• Bow (A) DX [2],
• Boxing (A) DX [2],
• Brawling (E) DX+1 [2],
• Broadsword (A) DX [2],
• Crossbow (E) DX+1 [2],
• Fast-Draw (any) (E) DX+1 [2],
• Guns (any not yet chosen) (E) DX+1 [2],
• Judo (H) DX-1 [2],
• Karate (H) DX-1 [2],
• Knife (E) DX+1 [2],
• Kusari (H) DX-1 [2],
• Liquid Projector (any) (E) DX+1 [2],
• Shortsword (A) DX [2],
• Spear (A) DX [2],
• Staff (A) DX [2],
• Throwing (A) DX [2],
• Thrown Weapon (any) (E) DX+1 [2],
• Two-Handed Axe/Mace (A) DX [2],
• Two-Handed Sword (A) DX [2],
• Wrestling (A) DX [2],

• Three of the previous skills or
• Armoury (Heavy Weapons or Small Arms) (A) 

IQ [2],
• Camouflage (E) IQ+1 [2],
• Climbing (A) DX [2]-,

• Explosives (Demolition or EOD) (A) IQ [2],
• Fast-Talk (A) IQ [2],
• Forced Entry (E) DX+1 [2],
• Holdout (A) IQ [2],
• Interrogation (A) IQ [2],
• Jumping (E) DX+1 [2],
• Leadership (A) IQ [2],
• Merchant (A) IQ [2],
• Running (A) HT [2],

• One of
• Scrounging (E) Per+1 [2],
• Survival (any terrain type) (A) Per [2],

Background Skills:

• Four of
• Acting (A) IQ-1 [1],
• Boating (any) (A) DX-1 [1],
• Carousing (E) HT [1],
• Cartography (A) IQ-1 [1],
• Driving (any) (A) DX-1 [1],
• Expert Skill (Mutants or Robotics) (H) IQ-2 

[1],
• Freight Handling (A) IQ-1 [1],
• Gambling (A) IQ-1 [1],
• Hazardous Materials (Biological, Chemical, 

Mystical, or Radioactive) (A) IQ-1 [1],
• Knot-Tying (E) DX [1],
• Packing (A) IQ-1 [1],
• Public Speaking (A) IQ-1 [1],
• Riding (any) (A) DX-1 [1],
• Survival (any not yet chosen) (A) Per-1 [1],
• Swimming (E) HT [1],
• Tracking (A) Per-1 [1],

Make sure to also pick a 50 point Lens!

Experienced Lenses (50 points)

Doc
• Either:

• +2 IQ [40]
• +1 IQ [20] and +1 DX [20]

• Spend another 10 points on advantages or to 
add/improve any primary skills

Hulk
• +2 ST [18]1
• +1 DX [20]
• Spend another 10 points on advantages
• Spend 2 points on another secondary skill2
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Hunter
• +1 DX [20]
• +1 IQ [20]
• Spend another 10 points on advantages or to 

add/improve any primary or secondary skills

Nomad
• Either:

• +2 DX [40]
• +1 IQ [20] and +1 DX [20]

• Spend another 8 points to add/improve any 
primary or secondary skills.

• Spend another 2 points to get two more 
background skills.

Scavenger
• +1 IQ [20]
• Spend another 20 points on advantages.
• Spend 2 points to increase Anthropology to IQ+0 

[4]
• Spend 1 points to increase Merchant to IQ+0 [2]
• One of:

• Area Knowledge (any) (E) IQ+1 [2];
• Current Affairs (Regional) (E) IQ+1 [2];
• Survival (any terrain type) (A) Per [2];

• One of:
• Axe/Mace (A) DX [2];
• Blowpipe (H) DX-1 [2];
• Bow (A) DX [2];
• Boxing (A) DX [2];

• Brawling (E) DX+1 [2];
• Broadsword (A) DX [2];
• Crossbow (E) DX+1 [2];
• Guns (any) (E) DX+1 [2];
• Knife (E) DX+1 [2];
• Shortsword (A) DX [2];
• Staff (A) DX [2];
• Throwing (A) DX [2];
• Thrown Weapon (any) (E) DX+1 [2];
• Wrestling (A) DX [2];

• Spend 3 points for another three background 
skills.

Tech
• Either:

• +1 DX [20]
• +1 IQ [20]

• Spend another 30 points on advantages

Trader
• +1 IQ [20]
• Spend another 20 points on advantages
• Pick a second primary skill package.

Trooper
• +1 IQ [20]
• Spend another 20 points on advantages
• Spend 1 points to increase Fast-Draw(Ammo) to 

DX+1 [2]
• Spend 1 points to increase First Aid to IQ+1 [2]
• Spend 8 points for another four secondary skills.

Specialized Lenses (50 points)

Fast
50 points chosen from among:

• DX +1 or +2 [20 or 40],
• Basic Speed +0.25 to +2.00 [5/+0.25],
• Basic Move +1 or +2 [5 or 10],
• Combat Reflexes [15],
• Danger Sense [15],

• Enhanced Dodge 1 [15],
• Enhanced Parry 1 (Bare Hands, One Weapon, or 

All Parries) [5, 5, or 10],
• Extra Attack 1 [25] or Extra Attack 1 (Multi-

Strike1, +20%) [30].
Recommendations: Take Combat Reflexes before 
buying Enhanced Dodge or Parry, since Combat 
Reflexes includes +1 to all active defenses 
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(including both dodge and parry). DX is always a 
good buy; higher DX will improve your basic 
speed and many skills.

If you really want to be hard to hit, pick combat 
reflexes, enhanced dodge, enough speed to boost 
your dodge up another level. Then get yourself a 
shield or a cloak (B287) to boost your active 
defenses even further.

If you want to be fast, increase Basic Speed as 
much as you can, then increase DX to raise it even 
higher. Spend whatever you have left oneBasic 
Move.

Hardy
• +2 HT [20]
• 30 points from:

• HP +1 to +3 [2/level],
• FP +1 to +3 [3/level],
• RP +1 to +11 [1/level],
• DR 1 or 2 (Tough Skin) [5 or 10],
• Fit [5] or Very Fit [15],
• Hard to Kill [2/level],
• Hard to Subdue [2/level],
• High Pain Threshold [10],
• Rapid Healing [5] or Very Rapid Healing [15],
• Recovery [10],
• Resistant to Disease (+3) or (+8) [3 or 5] or 

Immunity to Disease [10],
• Resistant to Poison (+3) [5].

Recommendations: I cannot stress enough how 
much DR 2 is worth it. High Pain Threshold is also 
pretty damn good. Wastelanders suggests Recovery, 
but I'd probably go with a combination of extra HP, 
Hard to Kill and Hard to Subdue instead; recovery 

only helps you when you've already been taken out.

Learned
• +1 IQ [20]
• Wasteland Wisdom 2 [10]2
• Wild Talent 1 (Focused, Mental, -20%) [16]: 

Once per session, you can roll your IQ instead 
of any IQ based skill. For that one roll, you count 
as having the skill at IQ+0.

• One of the following 4-point packages, 
depending on whether you know Anthropology 
from before or not:
• I Know It: Four of

• Area Knowledge (any largeregion) (E) IQ 
[1];

• Architecture (A) IQ+1 [1]†;
• Expert Skill (Mutants or Robotics) (H) IQ+0 

[1]†;
• Naturalist, (H) IQ+0 [1]†;
• Survival (Corrupted Regions, Radioactive 

Wasteland, or Warzones) Per+1 [1]†.
• I Don’t Know It:

• Anthropology (H) IQ+3 [2]†.
• Two of

• Area Knowledge (any large region) (E) 
IQ [1];

• Architecture (A) IQ+1 [1]†;
• Expert Skill (Mutants or Robotics) (H) 

IQ+0 [1]†;
• Naturalist, (H) IQ+0 [1]†;
• Survival (Corrupted Regions, Radioactive 

Wasteland, or Warzones) Per+1 [1]†.
† Includes +2 from Wasteland Wisdom 2

Recommendations: If you don't already have it, 
pick Survival (Corrupted Regions) and Area 
Knowledge (Lyon or France). If you are tech 
focused, Expert Skill (robotics) can be helpful.
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Faction Lenses (50 points)

The Scouts
• Replace -10 points of disadvantages with Code 

of Honor (Scout's) [-10]
• Either:

• +1 DX [20]
• +1 IQ [20]

• Claim to Hospitality (Scout's) [5]
• English: Spoken (Native)/Written (Native) [6]
• Scout's Code: Written (Native) [3]
• Scout Signs: "Written" (Native)1 [3]
• Outdoorsman 1 [5] or +1 level of Outdoorsman 

[5] up to level 4
• Four of the following:

• Climbing (A) DX+0 [2];
• Current Affairs (E) IQ+1 [2];
• First Aid (E) IQ+1 [2];
• Hazardous Materials (Biological, Chemical, 

Mystical, or Radioactive) (A) IQ+0 [2];
• Hiking (A) HT+0 [2];
• Jumping (E) DX+1 [2];
• Leadership (A) IQ+0 [2];
• Navigation (Land) (A) IQ+0 [2];
• Public Speaking (A) IQ+0 [2];
• Stealth (A) DX+0 [2];
• Survival (any terrain type) (A) Per+0 [2];
• Tactics (H) IQ-1 [2];
• Teaching (A) IQ+0 [2];
• Tracking (A) Per+0 [2];
• Traps (A) IQ+0 [2];

The United Front
• Either:

• +1 DX [20]
• +1 IQ [20]

• Military Rank 1 [10]
• Patron (any one faction leader, 9 or less) [10]
• Area Knowledge (the Fort) (E) IQ+2 [4]
• 6 points of advantages from your template.
Possible Patrons:

The Archivist: The Archivist has control of the 
armory for reasons few people still remember. 
Having him as a patron means you may be trusted 
with the biggest guns, should your paperwork 
indicate that you need them. It also means access to 
a detailed historical record with everything the 
Front has ever discovered or done. To have earned 
his trust, you must have demonstrated some 
combination of ability to do things properly and 
raw talent.

The Cook: As a patron, The Cook provides his 
friends with information on a wide range of topics, 
from magic and science to who's dating who in 
places as far away as Marseille. He can also 
introduce you to friends in every town and outpost 
from here to Italy, providing contacts and hideouts 
as needed.

The Crusader: The local firebrand is unlikely to be 
a patron for a mutant or anyone who openly 
practices magic. Other than that, anyone 
sufficiently devout can attract her patronage. As a 
patron, she can provide connections with religious 
groups up to and including having an angry mob 
available whenever a purge is needed.

The Hangar Master: The Hanger Master is in 
charge of the gang's vehicles, making him an 
excellent patron for Nomads and occasionally 
Techs. Having him as a patron means being 
assigned the best vehicles when the mission calls 
for them, and having your own vehicle or other 
technical items (if any) receive the best of care. 
Earning his favor means being a decent mechanic 
in your own right, or at the very least proving 
decent at requiring the needed components.

The Quartermaster: The Quartermaster is an 
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ambitious and empire building fellow. Having him 
as a patron means being assigned to the best bed 
rooms, being issued better equipment, and being 
able to call on his considerable influence to resolve 
issues. On the other hand, you're expected to do the 
same in return. It's very easy to get on his bad side, 
should you refuse a requested favor or prove 

incompetent or too morally rigid.

The Twins: The Twins are an excellent patron for 
explorers and outdoorsmen. They can provide 
access to isolated shelters spread far and wide, as 
well as information about threats and allies. They 
can even put in a good word of you among the 
Scouts should it be needed.

Mutations
The full rules for mutations, as well as the mechanics for these abilities, can be found on pg. 25 in 
Wastelanders.

Freakishness
Mutations are freaky. Freakishness is a measure of how twisted and inhuman you've become. You can 
find the full rules on pg. 25 in Wastelanders, what follows is only a convenient summary.

For every full 6 points of Freakishness:Pick one minor physical deformity or oddity related to your 
mutant powers. These function as Unnatural Features (B22). They give a +1 to people trying to figure 
out whether you are a mutant or what mutations you have. You also get -1 on disguise and shadowing 
rolls.

For every full 9 points of Freakishness:Non-mutants react to you at -1, whether or not they realize 
you are a full blown mutant. People with Intolerance of mutants (which is common in the setting) react 
at an addition -3 plus double these penalties if they realize you are a mutant. A sufficiently bad reaction 
can lead to them deciding to purge you with fire before you lay eggs.

For every full 15 points of Freakishness:You get a side effect, a randomly generated 5 point 
disadvantage. Typically, this is some form of physical complication, though there are a few mental 
disadvantages in the table too.

http://klubbsaga2016.wikidot.com/the-twins
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Mutations Table
ATTACK MUTATIONS

Mutation Name Points Freakishness Description
Acidic Blood 21 4 Your blood is a powerful acid.
Bellow Lungs 13 2 You can exhale hard enough to knock people back
Bone Spur 14 3 You have a retractable spur in your forearm
Electrified Skin 24 4 You can electrify your skin like an electric Eel
Mighty Roar 21 4 You can roar loud enough to stun a target
Nuclear Core 30 6 When you choose to, you can emit deadly radiation
Razor Claws 11 2 Retractable claws make you more dangerous in melee
Super-Strength 1 131 2 You are freakishly strong
Super-Strength 2 262 4 You are freakishly strong
Super-Strength 3 393 6 You are freakishly strong
Super-Strength 4 524 8 You are freakishly strong
Toothsome 3 1 Your teeth can shift into long fangs or sharp points

DEFENSE MUTATIONS
Mutation Name Points Freakishness Description

Adaptable Skin 1 8 2 You have slightly chameleonic skin
Adaptable Skin 2 16 4 You have more chameleonic skin
Boosted 
Hemoglobin 8 2 You can hold your breath 25x longer than normal

Flesh Pocket 4 1 You have a small hidden compartment in your torso

Natural Anti-Rad 1 8 2 You are roughly twice as resistant to radiation as 
normal

Natural Anti-Rad 2 12 3 You are roughly 2.5x as resistant to radiation as 
normal

Natural Anti-Rad 3 16 4 You are roughly thrice as resistant to radiation as 
normal

Prickly 3 1 You have long retractable spikes covering your body

Redundant Organs 16 4 You take less injury from impaling and piercing 
weapons

Resilient Brain 8 2 You wake up from unconsciousness much quicker than 
normal

Slimy 8 2 You are slippery
Starfish Genes 33 7 You can regrow lost limbs
Thick Hide 1 17 3 Your skin is basically chainmail
Thick Hide 2 30 5 Your skin is basically platemail
Thick Hide 3 43 7 Your skin is basically heavy platemail
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MORPHOLOGY MUTATIONS
Mutation Name Points cost Freakishness Description

Brainy 11 4 An extra head; doesn't make you smarter
Handy 7 3 An extra arm
Mouthy 3 2 An extra mouth; somewhere
Trampler 3 2 A quadrapod is you

MOVEMENT MUTATIONS
Mutation Name Points cost Freakishness Description

Fast-Twitch Legs 1 26 4 Doubles running speed and jumping distance

Fast-Twitch Legs 2 44 6 Triples running speed and quadruples jumping 
distance

Fins 1 8 2 you are as fast in water as on ground
Fins 2 25 5 You are twice as fast in water as on land
Suction Pads 16 4 You can crawl up walls and ceilings
Winged Flight 1 22 8 You can fly
Winged Flight 2 31 9 You can fly faster
Winged Flight 3 40 10 You can fly fastest

SENSORY MUTATIONS
Mutation Name Points cost Freakishness Description

Aural Filters 4 1 Your ears are better protected from sonic attacks
Black Sight 21 4 You can see in the blackest night
Eagle Eyes 1 12 3 Your vision has x8 magnification
Eagle Eyes 2 21 4 Your vision has x32 magnification
Hound Nose 1 12 3 Scent
Hound Nose 2 23 4 You can literally smell fear
Outsize Eardrums 13 2 A supernatural ability to distinguish sounds
Red Sight 8 2 Infrared vision
Rubber neck 20 5 360 degree vision
Sound-Wave Recall 8 2 Mimicry
Visual Filters 4 1 Your eye's are protected from sudden flashes
Whiskers 8 2 You detect aerial vibrations

Equipment
Starting cash is $500, plus $250 for every character point spent on additional starting cash (up to a total 
of $3,000 with 10 character points spent). High Tech Equipment costs double for each Tech Level 
beyond 4. The highest level tech available is from TL 10 (which is at 64 times the cost). A convenient 
table is provided.

http://klubbsaga2016.wikidot.com/gear
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TL Cost Multiplier Repair Modifier
0-4 x1 +4
5 x2 +3
6 x4 +2
7 x8 +1
8 x16 +0
9 x32 -3
10 x64 -6

Free Starting Gear
There are some items which no one should be without, so to avoid risking that people forget something 
important everyone gets the following in addition to their starting cash. This gear is cheap, bulky and 
generally of poor quality, but it will keep you alive in wastelands.

Basic gear:

• Bulky small backpack (Holds 40lbs, B288) $30(x1), 4.5lbs
• Blanket (B288) $20(x1), 4lbs
• Personal Basics (B288) $5(x1), 1lbs
• 1/5 Group Basics (B288) $10(x1), 4lbs
• 10 yards of 3/8" Rope (B288) $5(x1), 1.5lbs
• 1 litre Plastic Water Bottle (Wastelanders 30) $2(x1), 0.1lbs

• 1 litre of clean water (Wastelanders 30) $2(x1), 2lbs
• 3 meals worth of rations (Wastelanders 30) $6(x1), 1.5lbs

• Basic Set of Clothes (B266) $20(x1), 2lbs

Upgrading your Basic Gear
Since selling back gear you got for free to buy whatever you want seems a bit cheesy and kind of ruins 
the whole everybody has this stuff thing, we've instead come up with a list of approved upgrades. If 
you are replacing an item from the Basic Gear list, you only pay what is listed under Additional Cost. If 
you want to buy one of these in addition to your basic gear, we've included the Total Cost for your 
convenience.
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Upgrade Source TL Additional Cost Total Cost Weight
Backpack

Small (non-Bulky) Backpack B288 1 +$30 $60(x1) 3lbs (-1.5lbs)
Bulky Frame Backpack B288 1 +$20 $50(x1) 15lbs (+10.5lbs)
Frame Backpack B288 1 +$70 $100(x1) 10lbs (+5.5lbs)

Blanket
Sleeping Furs B288 0 +$30 $50(x1) 8lbs (+4lbs)
Sleeping Bag B288 6 +$80 $100(x4) 3lbs8 (-1lbs)

Rope
Longer Rope per +10 yards B288 0 +$5 $5(x1) 1.5lbs
10 yards of 1/8" Ultra-Tech Rope Ultratech 81 9 +$59 $64(x32) 0.1lbs (-1.4lbs)
Longer Ultra-Tech rope per +10 
yards Ultratech 81 9 +$64 $64(x32) 0.1lbs

Plastic Bottle
Canteen B288 5 +$18 $20(x2) 1lbs (+0.9lb)

Outfit
Quality Clothing B266 0 +$100 $120(x1) 2lbs (+0lbs)

Weapons

How to Read the Tables
Damage: GURPS, for reasons unknown, has decided to drop the '6' from 'd6'. So when a weapon lists 
Xd+Y it means what Xd6+Y does in other systems: roll X 6 sided dice and add Y to the total. The 
damage is followed by a damage type. If the damage type has any special effects, these are listed under 
each individual table. Muscle powered weapons typically base their damage on the character that uses 
them. So if the damage is listed as 'Thr' or 'Sw' that refers to the character's thrusting or swinging 
damage respectively. The table that translates between ST and Thr/Sw is on page 16 of the basic set.
Acc: Accuracy, this is the bonus to hit you get after aiming for one turn.
Range: A weapon's range usually has two listed values in yards. Beyond the first value, the weapon 
deals half damage. The second value is maximum range. If there is only one value, the weapons does 
full damage at any range. For muscle powered weapons, range is listed in multiples of the user's ST 
score.
RoF: Rate of fire, the maximum number of shots the weapon can fire off in a single action. For each 
multiple of the weapon's Rcl value you hit by, you score an additional hit. Firing more than one shot 
per action is therefore a calculated risk. Sure, you can do significantly more damage if you fire off a 
short burst, but if you don't roll well, it's an awful waste of ammunition. Unless the player specifies 
anything else before rolling, GM's will assume they fired only one shot.
Shots: The weapons ammunition capacity, how many shots the weapon can fire before needing to be 
reloaded. The number in paraphesis is the number of turns it takes to reload the weapon or, if it's 
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followed by an i, the number of turns it takes to reload a single round. A +1 means this is in addition to 
any chambered round. Unless the player specifies anything else, GM's will assume you aren't foolhardy 
enough to walk around with a chambered round.
ST: The minimum ST required to wield the weapon without penalties.
Bulk: How bulky the weapon is. This penalty applies whenever you move and shoot, as well as to 
attempts to hide the weapon. Roughly speaking, a Bulk -1 is easy to hide under a boot, while a Bulk -4 
weapon is fairly easy to conceal under a trenchcoat.
Rcl: Recoil. As explained under RoF above, this is how much you need to hit by to land a second hit 
when rapid firing. To reiterate, unless the player specifies anything else before rolling, GM's will 
assume they fired only one shot.
Malf.: Malfunction chance. If you roll this or higher when you use your gun, bad stuff happens. The 
GM gets to roll on the Fun table on page 407 in the basic set. In most cases, it will just mean a lot of 
swearing and a few seconds spent trying to fix the damn thing, but it can mean an explosion or a ruined 
gun.
TL: The weapon's tech level. Higher tech level weapons are more expensive, and more difficult to 
maintain.
Cost: How much the weapon costs, in standard GURPS dollars. In the tables on this page, the weapon 
cost has already been multiplied by the tech level modifier, so this the final wastelander price.

Weapon Tables
Cheap (C.) and Fine (F.) Weapons: Cheap weapons are made with subpar tools, haven’t aged well or 
are otherwise less reliable than they should be. In return for reduced Accuracy and a greater chance of 
malfunctioning, they cost about 40% as much as a normal quality gun. Fine weapons are made with 
advanced and difficult to find tools, or are relics from the old world. In game terms, they’re a higher 
tech level variant, which is usually lighter, more reliable or more damaging than earlier weapons, but 
they’re harder to come by.

Bows [DX-5]
Weapon Damage Acc Range Weight RoF Shots ST Bulk Rcl Malf. TL Cost

Short Bow Thr imp 1 x10/x15 2/0.1 1 1(2) 7 -6 NA NA 0 $50(x1)
Regular Bow Thr+1 imp 2 x15/20 2/0.1 1 1(2) 10 -7 NA NA 0 $100(x1)

Longbow Thr+2 imp 3 x15/20 3/0.1 1 1(2) 11 -8 NA NA 0 $200(x1)
Composite Bow Thr +3 imp 3 x20/x25 4/0.1 1 1(2) 10 -7 NA NA 1 $900(x1)
Note: Impaling (imp) attacks deal double damage after defenses. All these weapons are two-handed.
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Guns(Pistols) [DX-4, or most other Guns at -2]
Weapon Damage Acc Range Weight RoF Shots ST Bulk Rcl Malf. TL Cost

Junk Pistol 1d+1 pi- 0 70/800 0.5/0.05 1 1(10) 6 -1 2 12 4 $40(x1)
C. Derringer 1d pi+ 0 80/650 0.5/0.1 1 2(3i) 9 -1 2 15 5 $80(x2)

Derringer 1d pi+ 1 80/650 0.5/0.1 1 2(3i) 9 -1 2 16 5 $200(x2)
F. Derringer 1d+2 pi 1 120/1500 1.5/0.2 3 5(3i) 8 -1 3 17 6 $1,000(x4)
C. Revolver 2d-1 pi 0 120/1300 2.5/0.25 1 6(3i) 10 -2 2 15 5 $120(x2)

Revolver 2d-1 pi 1 120/1300 2.5/0.25 1 6(3i) 10 -2 2 16 5 $300(x2)
F. Revolver 2d-1 pi 2 120/1500 2/0.2 3 6(3i) 8 -2 2 17 6 $1,600(x4)

C. Auto Pistol 2d pi+ 1 175/1700 3/0.6 3 7+1(3) 10 -2 3 16 6 $480(x4)
Auto Pistol 2d pi+ 2 175/1700 3/0.6 3 7+1(3) 10 -2 3 17 6 $1,200(x4)

C. Light Auto 2d+2 pi 1 150/1850 2.4/0.4 3 8+1(3) 9 -2 2 16 6 $560(x4)
Light Auto 2d+2 pi 2 150/1850 2.4/0.4 3 8+1(3) 9 -2 2 17 6 $1,400(x4)

F. Light Auto 2d+2 pi 2 150/1850 2.6/0.6 3 15+1(3) 9 -2 2 17 7 $4,800(x8)
C. Heavy Rev. 3d pi+ 1 200/2500 3.25/0.3 3 6(3i) 11 -3 4 16 7 $1,880(x8)

Heavy 
Revolver 3d pi+ 2 200/2500 3.25/0.3 3 6(3i) 11 -3 4 17 7 $7,200(x8)

C. Gauss Pistol 3d(3) pi- 2 500/2100 2/0.5 3 40(3) 9 -2 2 16 10 $43,520(x64)
Note: Small Piercing (pi-) attacks deal half damage after defenses, Large Piercing ones (pi+) deal 50% 
extra damage after defenses.

Junk Pistol: This is as simple as pistols get. A short tube, some wood, a nail and a rubber band to drive 
said nail into the cartridge. Creative techs might well assemble double barreled versions, higher caliber 
versions, or any of million other variants.
Derringer: A small, stub nosed pistol designed to be light and easy to conceal.
Revolver: A classic six shooter. It isn’t particularly fancy, but it gets the job done.
Auto Pistol: If you want to be technical about it, these are auto-loading pistols or semi-automatic 
pistols depending on the gun in question and who you ask. They come with a magazine, making them a 
lot faster to reload (3 seconds, vs 3 per bullet for other guns).
Light Auto: A smaller caliber auto pistol. It does less damage, but weighs less and fits more bullets 
into each magazine.
Heavy Revolver: Do you feel lucky, punk? This is a big, nasty hand cannon. Expensive, and typically 
too bulky to hide, but packs one hell of punch.
Gauss Pistol: Gauss weapons have many advantages over other weapons. They can use ammo made 
from scrap metal (each pound of scrap metal can provide about 50 rounds worth of needles for it with a 
decent workshop), can penetrate most armor (targets only get a third of their DR against it), and has 
good range. On the other hand, it requires access to electricity to recharge and has a tendency of over-
penetration (deals half damage after defenses).
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Crossbow [DX-4]
Weapon Damage Acc Range Weight RoF Shots ST Bulk Rcl Malf. TL Cost
C. Pistol 

Crossbow Thr+2 imp 0 x15/x20 4/0.05 1 1(4) 7 -4 NA NA 3 $60(x1)

Pistol Crossbow Thr+2 imp 1 x15/x20 4/0.05 1 1(4) 7 -4 NA NA 3 $150(x1)
F. Pistol Crossbow Thr+2 imp 1 x15/x20 2/0.05 1 1(4) 7 -4 NA NA 3 $300(x1)

C. Crossbow Thr+4 imp 3 x20/x25 6/0.05 1 1(4) 7† -6 NA NA 2 $60(x1)
Crossbow Thr+4 imp 4 x20/x25 6/0.05 1 1(4) 7† -6 NA NA 2 $150(x1)

F. Crossbow Thr+4 imp 4 x20/x25 3/0.05 1 1(4) 7† -6 NA NA 2 $300(x1)
C. Prodd Thr+4 pi 1 x20/x25 6/0.05 1 1(4) 7† -6 NA NA 2 $60(x1)

Prodd Thr+4 pi 2 x20/x25 6/0.05 1 1(4) 7† -6 NA NA 2 $150(x1)
F. Prodd Thr+4 pi 2 x20/x25 3/0.05 1 1(4) 7† -6 NA NA 2 $300(x1)

Note: Impaling (imp) attacks deal double damage after defenses. The ST minimum is the ST required 
to aim and fire the crossbow. In addition to this, crossbows have another ST score based on how tight 
the string is, which determines the ST required to reload it and the damage it does. Most users will 
want to adjust the tightness of the string so that this ST matches their own lifting ST. A ST marked with 
† is a two handed weapon.

Pistol Crossbow: A light, semi-concealable one handed crossbow.
Crossbow: A full sized crossbow.
Prodd: A cross between a crossbow and a slingshot designed to fire musket balls or nearby stones in a 
pinch.

Guns(SMGs) [DX-4, or most other Guns at -2]
Weapon Damage Acc Range Weight RoF Shots ST Bulk Rcl Malf. TL Cost

C.Machine 
Pistol 2d+2 pi 1 160/1900 5.5/1 20 25+1(3) 12 -3 3 16 7 $2,880(x8)

Machine Pistol 2d+2 pi 2 160/1900 5.5/1 20 25+1(3) 12 -3 3 17 7 $7,200(x8)
C. Light SMG 3d-1 pi 2 160/1900 10/1.5 8! 32(3) 10† -4 2 16 6 $1,120(x4)

Light SMG 3d-1 pi 3 160/1900 10/1.5 8! 32(3) 10† -4 2 17 6 $2,800(x4)
F. Light SMG 3d-1 pi 4 160/1900 7.5/1.5 13 30+1(3) 10† -4 2 17 7 $9,600(x8)

C. Heavy SMG 2d+1 pi+ 2 190/1750 15/5 13 50+1(5) 11† -4 3 16 6 $3,520(x4)
Heavy SMG 2d+1 pi+ 3 190/1750 15/5 13 50+1(5) 11† -4 3 17 6 $8,800(x4)

Note: Small Piercing (pi-) attacks deal half damage after defenses, Large Piercing ones (pi+) deal 50% 
extra damage after defenses. A RoF marked with ! means the weapon has no semi-auto mode, and must 
fire at least RoF/4 bullets each time it is fired. A ST marked with † is a two handed weapon.

Machine Pistol: This is an Uzi-style one handed machine pistol. If you aren’t careful, you’ll drain the 
whole magazine in seconds.
Light SMG: A small caliber submachine gun. It must be held in two hands (unless you are really 
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strong). It can only fire in fully automatic mode, so watch your ammunition! The fine version comes 
with a semi-auto mode at the expense of a slightly reduced magazine.
Heavy SMG: A bigger, heavier caliber SMG.

Guns(Rifles) [DX-4, or most other Guns at -2]
Weapon Damage Acc Range Weight RoF Shots ST Bulk Rcl Malf. TL Cost

Heavy Musket 4d pi++ 2 100/1500 13/0 1 1(15) 10 -6 4 14 4 $200(x1)
C. Musket 4d pi+ 3 700/2100 8.5/0 1 1(15) 10 -6 3 15 5 $120(x2)

Musket 4d pi+ 4 700/2100 8.5/0 1 1(15) 10 -6 3 16 5 $300(x2)
Junk Rifle 5d pi+ 2 600/2000 6/0.1 1 1(4) 10 -6 3 15 5 $160(x2)

F. Junk Rifle 5d pi+ 3 600/2000 6/0.1 1 1(4) 10 -6 3 16 5 $400(x2)
C. Lever-Action 5d pi 3 450/3000 7/0.3 1 6+1(3i) 10 -4 2 15 5 $240(x2)

Lever-Action 5d pi 4 450/3000 7/0.3 1 6+1(3i) 10 -4 2 16 5 $600(x2)
C. Bolt-Action 7d pi 4 1000/4200 9/0.3 1 5+1(3) 10 -5 4 16 6 $560(x4)

Bolt-Action 7d pi 5 1000/4200 9/0.3 1 5+1(3) 10 -5 4 17 6 $1,400(x4)
C. Assault Rifle 5d pi 3 400/3000 10/2 10 30+1(3) 10 -4 2 16 7 $960(x8)

Assault Rifle 5d pi 4 400/3000 10/2 10 30+1(3) 10 -4 2 17 7 $2,400(x8)
F. Assault Rifle 7d pi 5 1000/4200 11/2 11 20+1(3) 11 -5 3 17 7 $7,200(x8)

Sniper Rifle 7d pi 6+3 1000/4200 15/1 1 10+1(3) 11B -6 3 17 8 $75,200(x16)
Anti-Materiel 6dx2pi+ 6+3 1700/6500 35/5 1 10+1(3) 13B -7 3 17 8 $124,400(x16)
C. Gauss Rifle 6d(3) pi 6+2 1200/4800 8.5/1.5 12 60(3) 10 -4 2 16 10 $181,760(x64)

Note: Small Piercing (pi-) attacks deal half damage after defenses, Large Piercing ones (pi+) deal 50% 
extra damage after defenses, Huge Piercing (pi++) deal double damage after defenses. All these 
weapons are two-handed. A ST marked with a B comes with a bipod.

Muskets: Muskets are simple to make and use simple (and cheap) black powder ammo, so see use as 
hunting weapons or by gangs unable to maintain better weapons. They are not, however, reliable or 
quick firing.
Junk Rifle: This is the simplest possible form of rifle. It’s basically the rifle version of the junk pistol.
Lever-Action: A lever-action rifle uses a lever to remove spent casings and load fresh bullets into the 
magazine.
Bolt-Action: A bolt-action rifle uses a bolt instead of a lever, though with much the same effect. It does 
actually use an external magazine, which makes it a bit faster to reload. These are often used by 
snipers, and can be quite accurate if you manage to rig up a decent scope for it.
Assault Rifle: AK 47 and its ilk; a fully automatic rifle.
Sniper Rifle: A purpose built high caliber sniper rifle. Highly accurate, and comes with an optical 
scope.
Anti-Materiel Rifle: A rifle designed to take out light tanks. It’s massive, expensive, and uses hard to 
find HMG rounds for ammunition. But it will kill pretty much anything you care to point it at. Note 
that it deals 6d6 times two damage.
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Gauss rifle: Gauss weapons have many advantages over other weapons. They can use ammo made 
from scrap metal (each pound of scrap metal can provide about 50 rounds worth of needles for it with a 
decent workshop), can penetrate most armor (targets only get a third of their DR against it), and has 
good range. On the other hand, it requires access to electricity to recharge and has a tendency of over-
penetration (deals half damage after defenses).

Guns(Shotgun) [DX-4, or most other Guns at -2]
Weapon Damage Acc Range Weight RoF Shots ST Bulk Rcl Malf. TL Cost

C. Blunderbuss 1d pi 0 15/100 12/0.1 1x9 1(15) 11† -5 1 13 4 $60(x1)
Blunderbuss 1d pi 1 15/100 12/0.1 1x9 1(15) 11† -5 1 14 4 $150(x1)

C.DB Shotgun 1d+2 pi 2 50/125 10/0.1 2x9 2(3i) 11† -5 1 15 5 $360(x2)
DB Shotgun 1d+2 pi 3 50/125 10/0.1 2x9 2(3i) 11† -5 1 16 5 $900(x2)
C. Sawn-off 1d+2 pi 2 30/100 6/0.1 2x13 2(3i) 13 -3 1 15 5 $450(x2)
Sawn-Off 1d+2 pi 3 30/100 6/0.1 2x13 2(3i) 13 -3 1 16 5 $1,000(x2)

C. Pump Action 1d+1 pi 2 50/125 8/0.7 2x9 5(3i) 10† -5 1 16 6 $380(x4)
Pump Action 1d+1 pi 3 50/125 8/0.7 2x9 5(3i) 10† -5 1 17 6 $960(x4)

C. Autoshotgun 1d+1 pi 2 50/125 8.5/1 3x9 6+1(3i) 10† -5 1 16 7 $3,040(x8)
Autoshotgun 1d+1 pi 3 50/125 8.5/1 3x9 6+1(3i) 10† -5 1 17 7 $7,600(x8)

F. Autoshotgun 1d+1 pi 3 50/125 14/4 6x9 20+1(3i) 10† -6 1 17 8 $20,800(x8)
By default, shotguns are loaded with shot; a mass of small pellets which spread out in flight. This is 
reflected in the Rate of Fire listing in the table above. The number before the x is the number of rounds 
that the shotgun can fire in a single action, and the second is a pellet multiplier. At extremely close 
range (10% of the first range number), multiply both damage and the target’s DR by half the pellet 
multiplier (rounded down). That’s 4 for most of shotguns. This makes shotguns at point blank range 
very painful unless the target is wearing a lot of armor.

Beyond that range, treat the shotgun as a rapid fire attack firing a number of shots equal to the number 
of shots fired times the pellet multiplier instead. Or, in simpler terms, you get a bonus to hit based on 
how many pellets you fire. Firing 9 pellets (a single shot with anything but a Sawn-Off) gives a +2 
bonus to hit, firing 18 (for example triggering both barrels of a double barreled shotgun) gives a +4 
bonus. The Sawn-Off gives a +3 or a +5 for one or both barrels respectively instead.

If you successfully hit your target, you hit with one pellet plus one per margin of success. For example, 
rolling 3 under your Guns(Shotgun) skill means hitting with 4 pellets. See page 409 in the Basic Set for 
more details about shotguns, and page 373 for more on rapid fire in general.

Blunderbuss: Much like the humble musket, the blunderbuss has seen a resurgence after the end. It’s 
extremely easy to make, and can easily be repaired whenever it inevitably breaks down.
Double Barreled (DB) Shotgun: Another very simple design. This is a shotgun with two barrels, two 
triggers, and two hammers.
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Sawn-Off Shotgun: A Sawn-Off Shotgun is one where the barrel has been cut down to about 20-30cm. 
In post-apocalypse fiction the Sawn-Off is generally depicted as extremely badass, so I’ve taken the 
liberty of giving it a slight but “realistic” buff to better fit with the genre.
Pump Action Shotgun: “CHK-CHK”
Autoshotgun: A semi-automatic combat shotgun. The fine version is fully automatic and has a drum 
magazine.

Gunner(Machine Gun) [DX-4, or most other Gunner at -4]
Weapon Damage Acc Range Weight RoF Shots ST Bulk Rcl Malf. TL Cost
C. Hand 

Cranked LMG 7d pi+ 3 750/4000 10/2 5 30(5) 13M -6 2 15 5 $800(x2)

Hand Cranked 
LMG 7d pi+ 4 750/4000 10/2 5 30(5) 13M -6 2 16 5 $2,000(x2)

C. Hand 
Cranked HMG 7dx2pi+ 3 500/3200 15/10 5 30(5) 16M -6 2 15 5 $1,600(x2)

Hand Cranked 
HMG 7dx2pi+ 4 500/3200 15/10 5 30(5) 16M -6 2 16 5 $4,000(x2)

Heavy MG 7dx2pi+ 5 1800/7600 75/35 8! 100(5) 20M -9 2 17 6 $48,000(x4)
Gatling Gun 7d pi 5 1000/4200 60/300 33! 4,500(5) 20M -7 2 17 7 $160,000(x8)
Gauss HMG 16d(3)pi 8 1800/7200 65/20 20 200(5) 20M -8 2 17 10 $2,816,000(x64)

Guns(LMG) [DX-4, or most other Guns at -2]
Weapon Damage Acc Range Weight RoF Shots ST Bulk Rcl Malf. TL Cost
C. LMG 6d pi 4 800/3300 33/45 9! 50(5) 12B -7 2 16 6 $4,800(x4)

LMG 6d pi 5 800/3300 33/45 9! 50(5) 12B -7 2 17 6 $12,000(x4)
F. LMG 5d pi 5 800/3500 22/7 12! 200(5) 11B -6 2 17 7 $26,400(x8)

Gauss LSW 6d(3)pi- 7+2 1200/2200 20/7 20 300(5) 12B -5 2 17 10 $832,000(x64)
Mounted machine guns and light (portable) machine guns are often bundled together in GURPS, since 
they are so similar. The Gunner(Machine Gun) skill is used when these weapons are mounted on 
tripods or vehicles, while Guns(LMG) is used when using a bipod or firing from the hip.

Hand Cranked Machine Gun: Maintaining a fully automatic weapon is difficult, so crafty engineers 
have found an alternative by hand cranking the mechanism instead. Unless you have a really good 
harness system, this only really works as a mounted system. The LMG version uses rifle bullets, while 
the HMG version uses HMG bullets.
Heavy Machine Gun (MG): A really big machine gun, like the Browning M2 or the Russian DShKM. 
Well-equipped gangs might mount one on their price rig or on the main tower of their compound. A 
particularly strong power armored trooper might be able to carry one as a rifle. Bullets of this size are 
expensive, those with the required skills often modify the gun to be able to fire on semi-auto (adds 
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10lbs, +1 to the ST min, and $12,000 to the price). Some even use it as a mounted sniper rifle in this 
configuration.
Gatling Gun: This four or six barreled machine gun is recognizable anywhere in the wastes. The 
standard version is designed to be mounted on a helicopter or other vehicle. It should be possible for a 
crafty techie to design a smaller ammo pack designed to be carried as a backpack instead, should 
someone be insane enough to carry this monstrosity with them (60lbs, 500 shots, $5,000).
Gauss Heavy Machine Gun (HMG): The Gauss HMG was the state of the art in heavy machineguns 
before the apocalypse. They are nearly impossible to maintain these days, so it’s incredibly rare to see a 
working copy.
Light Machine Gun (LMG): Light Machine Guns are designed to be man portable and fire rifle 
bullets. Wasteland designs tend be upgraded assault rifles, with longer barrels, drum magazines and 
beefed up receivers.
Gauss Light Support Weapon (LSW): Like its heavier cousin, LSWs are rare relics of a more 
civilized age. They’re very compact, by wasteland standards, but sport an enormous amount of 
firepower.

Armor
The simplest way to deal with armor is to buy one of the pre-assembled armor outfits listed below. The 
first table contains some very basic armored designed for players who'd prefer to keep things simple. 
They provide the same amount of protection to every location they cover and against every type of 
damage. The descriptions are kept deliberately vague so that player can decide for themselves what the 
armor represents. The second set of armors are slightly more complex, with damage reduction varying 
based on damage type or location.

Simple Body Armors
Armor Locations DR TL Cost Weight Notes

Heavy Clothing arms, torso, groin 1* 1 $50(x1) 8 [1]
Leather outfit arms, torso, groin, legs 1* 1 $90(x1) 7 [1]
Studded armor arms, torso, groin, legs 2* 4 $210(x1) 16
Light Scrap Metal arms, torso, groin, legs 3 2 $400(x1) 30
Scrap Metal arms, torso, groin, legs 4 2 $880(x1) 55 [2]
"Light" Plate armor arms, torso, groin, legs 6 3 $3,400(x1) 70 [2]
Plate armor arms, torso, groin, legs 7 3 $5,400(x1) 90 [2]
Heavy plate arms, torso, groin, legs 9 4 $10,000(x1) 80 [2]
[1] This armor is concealable. Either it is light enough to be hidden under clothing, or it just looks like 
clothing.
[2] A cheap version, with 40% of the cost and 1 less DR, is available. The cheaper armors cost $352, 
$1,360, $2,160, or $4,000, respectively.
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Heavy Clothing: Basic clothing that provides protection by simply being thick or dense. It'll protect 
you from most thorns, but not much more. Note that this armor doesn't cover the legs. [Cloth Armor,  
Cloth Sleeves]
Leather Outfit: Leather outfits of various descriptions are a staple of post apocalyptic fiction. Covers 
everything from pre war biker outfits to home built leather armor. As an alternative to heavy clothing, 
leather gear is lighter but more expensive. [Leather Jacket, Leather Pants]
Studded Armor: Leather or Cloth armor that's been reinforced with scrap metal, spikes, or thicker 
pieces of leather. It's about as heavy as armor can get and still be flexible. [Buff Coat]
Light Scrap Metal: The lightest of the metallic armors, this represents anything from cola can scale 
mail or brigadines to Leather armor that's been reinforced to the point where the leather is no longer 
visible. [Light Scale Armor, Light Scale Sleeves, Leggings, Loincloth1]
Scrap Metal: Heavier scrap metal armors can be made, utilizing metal pieces that are thicker than soda 
cans. They're significantly heavier, but provide a little more protection. [Scale Armor, Scale Sleeves,  
Leggings]
Light Plate Armor: Plate armor consists of larger pieces, meaning less gaps in their coverage but a 
little more weight. [Steel Corselet, Plate Arms, Legs]
Plate Armor: You're wearing 90 lbs of reinforced metal plating. It might not be quality metal, but at 
least you have quantity on your side.[Heavy Steel Corselet, Heavy Plate Arms, Legs]
Heavy Plate: High grade steel providing protection that a medieval knight would be envious of. More 
to the point, it'll stop most pistol bullets dead and provide some protection against heavier rounds. It's 
bloody expensive though, to the point where the only real way to get your hands on one is to take it off 
the bloody corpse of its previous owner. [Heavy Plate (from Low Tech)]

Simple helmets
Armor Locations DR TL Cost Weight Notes

Sturdy Cap skull 1* 1 $5 neg. [1]
Leather Helmet skull, face 2 1 $20 0.5
Gas Mask skull, face 2 6 $400(x4) 4 [2,3,4]
Cheap Scrap Helmet skull, face 3 2 $60 6
Scrap Helmet skull, face 4 2 $150 6
Heavy Scrap Helmet skull, face 6 3 $240 6 [2]
[1] This armor is concealable. Either it is light enough to be hidden under clothing, or it just looks like 
clothing.
[2] Armor gives the No Peripheral Vision disadvantage (Basic set pg. 151).
[3] Provides Filter Lungs, Protected Smell, and Protected Vision while worn.
[4] Cost has already been multiplied by tech level modifier.
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Assembled Outfits
Armor DR (Torso & Groin) DR (arms,legs) TL Cost Weight Notes

Sturdy leathers 2 1* 2 $160(x1) 14 [1]
Light Scrap Armor 5F+3B 2, 3/2* 3 $685 31 [2,3]
Plate and scrap armor 5 4 3 $1,360 65
Medium scrap armor 6 4/2* 2 (6) $1,000(x1,x4) 44 [3,4]
Mixed plate armor 7 6 3 (6) $4,100(x1,x4) 55 [4,5]
[1] This armor is concealable. Either it is light enough to be hidden under clothing, or it just looks like 
clothing.
[2] DR values followed by a F or a B provide protection only from the Front or the Back respectively.
[3] Split DR; use the lower DR vs. crushing attacks, and the higher against anything else.
[4] Cost has already been multiplied by tech level modifier.
[5] A Cheap version, costing $1,640, is available. It has one less DR on all locations.

Sturdy leathers: This is a slightly heavier version of the Leather Outfit. It provides a little extra 
protection on the torso and groin (in the form of an extra layer or two of leather, or perhaps some light 
metal reinforcement), in exchange for a little extra weight and cost.[Leather Armor, Leather Leggings,  
Cloth Sleeves]
Light Scrap Armor: Light Scrap Armor is based on the idea that most attacks come from the front. As 
such, it is significantly more armored in front of the torso than it is in the back. This adds a little extra 
protection against the most common attacks. Of course, it doesn't really help if you are planning 
on fleeing tactically retreating or distrust those behind you. [Steel Breastplate, Half Light Scale Armor,  
studded leather skirt, heavy leather sleeves]
Plate and scrap armor: Scrap Metal armor (in simple armors above) This is perhaps the simplest of 
these more complex armors. It's slightly better protected against attacks to the chest or groin but 
otherwise provides fairly even protection. [Steel Laminate Armor, scale sleeves and leggings]
Medium scrap armor: Incorporating more modern materials (like kevlar, plastics, or aluminium) 
means this armor is significantly lighter than equivalent armors, but also more expensive and difficult 
to maintain. [Cheap Flak Jacket, Mail leggings, sleeves and loincloth (from low-tech)]
Mixed plate armor: If you've got the bullets, and can handle wearing 30kg of metal, kevlar, and 
plastic, mixed plate armor is for you. It's heavy as sin, but not as bad as low tech armors. It's expensive 
as all hell, but not as bad as higher tech armors. [Flak jacket, Plate arms, legs and loincloth (from low-
tech)]
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Headgear
Armor DR (skull) DR (face) TL Cost Weight Notes

Coif 4/2* 0 2 $55(x1) 4 [1]
Hard Hat 4/2 0 7 $400(x8) 1 [2,3]
Cheap Motorcycle Helmet 5/2 0 7 $640(x8) 3.5 [2,3]
Motorcycle Helmet 6/3 1 7 $2,000(x8) 3.5 [2,3]
Frag Helmet 5 1 7 $1,200(x8) 4.5 [3,4]
[1] Split DR; use the lower DR vs. crushing attacks, and the higher against anything else.
[2] Split DR; use the HIGHER DR vs. crushing attacks, and the higher against anything else.
[3] Cost has already been multiplied by tech level modifier.
[4] Provides Protected Vision while worn.

Wasteland Vehicles
Unless you happen to shit bullets, you’d be very hard pressed to scrape together enough lead to afford a 
proper functional vehicle. A working pre-war car is a rare relic and a bit of a status symbol in the 
wastes. Most people have to make due with something more improvised.

The following vehicles are built with a combination of rusty metal, wood, and parts scavenged from 
wrecks. They tend to have massively underpowered engines, shaky suspensions, and uncomfortable 
seats. But at least they are very, very cheap (at least compared to the alternatives).

The vehicles come with a skeletal frame rather than proper armor. The DR protects against ramming 
and collisions, but provides no protection against other attacks or for the occupants. Armor costs extra 
and takes up more weight, cutting into payload.

Drivetrain
The electric vehicles (the ones whose names start with "E.") are configured to work with external 
power cells. As per Wastelanders pg. 32, these are worth about $3,000 each pretty much everywhere, 
and weigh 5lb each. You also need to have a way to recharge said power cells.

The vehicles whose names start with an "G." come with gasifiers. They are powered by the fumes 
released by heating wooden logs. Typically, the wooden logs in question are heated by burning other 
wooden logs. Thus, a gasifier driven vehicle can be refueled with just a bit of work anywhere there are 
trees nearby. Performance is dismal and maintenance is a bit of a nightmare, but they are very cheap.

High tech vehicles are generally better across the board. They're less likely to explode, easier to 
control, and usually much lighter than a lower tech variant. I could have made high tech vehicles 
lighter and hence faster, but given the problems players have been having with having too little load to 
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work with, it seemed smarter to keep the loaded weight and speed constant and transfer the weight 
savings into a higher max load.

Two variants of high tech designs are included. The "Advanced" (A.) designs are built with Cold War 
era tech and are slightly more fuel efficient than the basic design. The Multifuel (M.) designs are built 
with early 21st century tech and can run on pretty much everything.

The remaining vehicles are configured for ethanol by default; converting them to biodiesel increases 
the range by 50%, but costs $500 times the tech level modifier extra.

Upgrading Vehicles
Using the Upgrade rules on pg. 41 in The New World you can repair wasteland damage. Since each roll 
on the wasteland damage table is -10% off the price, it costs 10% of the vehicle's base price to repair 
the damage. This counts as a simple modification and does not produce bugs. It's also possible to 
change what sort of engine a vehicle uses or change a vehicle into a similar type of vehicle using the 
same rules. What qualifies as "similar" is left up to a case by case basis. This is a major enough 
modification that it will cause bugs as per the Upgrade rules.

Wasteland damage
Nearly all vehicles found in the wasteland will be damaged goods. Anyone starting play with a vehicle 
may reduce the listed price of the base vehicle by up to 80%. However, for every 10% reduction, roll 
2d on this table in front of a GM:

2-3 Bad Engine: Engine dies (effectively disabled) for 3d seconds on any failed control roll. Reroll for 
unpowered vehicles or repeated results.

4 Unresponsive: -1 to Handling.*
5-6 Mistreated: -1 to HT.*
7 No problem!
8-9 Short “Legs”: -10% to Range.*
10 Wobbly: -1 to SR. Reroll after SR reaches 0.*
11 Slow: -10% to Top Speed.*

12 Unsafe: No note or “c” (Combustible) on HT becomes “f” (Flammable), “f” becomes “x” 
(Explosive). Reroll after this reaches “x” (or “f,” for unpowered).*
• Multiple occurrences are cumulative!

A note on range: I’m measuring range in hours, rather than in miles, since road/terrain quality has a 
massive effect on range in post-apocalyptic conditions. The ranges in the core book are based on 
travelling by well-maintained road, and those are hard to come by these days.
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Drive(Motorcycle)
Vehicle TL ST/

HP
Hnd/
SR HT Move LWt. Load SM Occ. DR Range Cost Locations Notes

Light Bike 6 25 +1/2 10f 6/40* 0.4 0.2 +1 1 3 6h $2,000(x4) E2W

G. Light Bike 5 25 +1/2 9f 3/40* 0.5 0.2 +1 1 3 2h $1,000(x2) E2W [1]

E. Light Bike 6 25 +1/2 10f 6/43* 0.3 0.2 +1 1 3 1D/2h $1,600(x4) E2W [2]

A. Light Bike 7 25 +2/3 11f 6/40* 0.4 0.25 +1 1 3 7h $12,000(x8) E2W

M. Light Bike 8 25 +2/3 11f 6/40* 0.4 0.3 +1 1 3 6h $16,000(x16) E2W [3]

Medium Bike 6 30 +1/2 10f 5/50* 0.6 0.35 +1 1 4 4h $3,600(x4) E2W

G. Medium Bike 5 30 +1/2 9f 3/50* 0.75 0.35 +1 1 4 1.5h $1,800(x2) E2W [1]

E. Medium Bike 6 30 +1/2 10f 5/60* 0.5 0.35 +1 1 4 1D/1h $2,000(x4) E2W [2]

A. Medium Bike 7 30 +2/3 11f 5/50* 0.6 0.4 +1 1 4 5h $20,000(x8) E2W

M. Medium Bike 8 30 +2/3 11f 5/50* 0.6 0.5 +1 1 4 4h $32,000(x16) E2W [3]

Heavy Bike 6 35 +0/2 10f 4/55* 0.9 0.5 +2 1 4 5h $5,200(x4) E2W

G. Heavy Bike 5 35 +0/2 9f 2/55* 1.1 0.5 +2 1 4 2h $2,600(x2) E2W [1]

E. Heavy Bike 6 35 +0/2 10f 4/60* 0.75 0.5 +2 1 4 2D/1h $3,200(x4) E2W [2]

A. Heavy Bike 7 35 +1/3 11f 4/55* 0.9 0.6 +2 1 4 6h $24,000(x8) E2W

M. Heavy Bike 8 35 +1/3 11f 4/55* 0.9 0.7 +2 1 4 5h $40,000(x16) E2W [3]
[1] See Wastelanders pg. 34 for rules for gasifiers, including maintenance. [2] Cost does not include 
power cells ($3,000 per D class power cell). [3] Can use power cells, ethanol, biodiesel, gasoline, or 
regular diesel.
G: Gasifier (TL5), E: Electric (TL6), A: Advanced (TL7), M: Multifuel (TL8)

Light Bike: A heavy scooter or a light sports bike with an underpowered engine. Just about the 
cheapest you can get.
Medium Bike: A larger motorcycle, about as big as motorcycles got before the war.
Heavy Bike: Typically, this represents a large bike with a sidecar or a trailer, but it can just be a 
massive bike.

Motorcycle Upgrades
Note: Make sure to also check General Upgrades below.
Armor: While you can armor a motorcycle, said armor won’t actually protect you (since you are sitting 
on top of it).
Ramming Spike: While it is difficult to mount a full blown ram on a motorcycle, a sturdy sharpened 
metal stick works wonders in a similar role. A vehicle with a ramming spike has 10 additional DR 
against ramming from the front, and the damage it afflicts when ramming is impaling (imp) damage 
rather than crushing, though the damage is halved. Impaling damage is doubled after defenses. This 
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weighs 0.05 tons (100lbs/50kg), and costs $100. It’s a TL1 upgrade.
Gun Mount: Strapping an automatic weapon to the handrail is a fairly simple way to get a bit of 
firepower on to even light bikes. Fastening it securely and rigging up a way to fire it requires $50 in 
parts, but doesn’t weigh much (about 10% of the weapon’s weight).
Extra Seat: Technically, this is just lengthening the seating arrangement until it becomes less 
uncomfortable for someone to sit behind you. It requires $50 in parts, and the passenger will still count 
against your load, but at least he doesn’t take fatigue penalties for riding as cargo.

Drive(Automobile)
The medium and heavy bikes could just as easily represent trikes or quads, both of which are covered 
by Drive(automobile). Apart from having more wheels, these have the same stats.

Vehicle TL ST/HP Hnd/
SR HT Move LWt. Load SM Occ. DR Range Cost Locations Notes

Buggy 6 35 0/3 10f 6/55* 0.8 0.3 +2 1+1 4 6h $6,000(x4) E4W

G. Buggy 6 35 0/3 9f 3/55* 1.0 0.3 +2 1+1 4 2h $3,000(x2) E4W [1]

E. Buggy 6 35 0/3 10f 6/55* 0.8 0.4 +2 1+1 4 2D/1h $4,000(x4) E4W [2]

A. Buggy 7 35 +1/4 11f 6/55* 0.8 0.4 +2 1+1 4 7h $28,000(x8) E4W

M. Buggy 8 35 +1/4 11f 6/55* 0.8 0.55 +2 1+1 4 6h $48,000(x16) E4W [3]

Sedan 6 45 0/4 10f 5/60* 1.3 0.5 +3 1+1 4 6h $10,000(x4) E4W

G. Sedan 6 45 0/4 9f 3/60* 1.6 0.5 +3 1+1 4 2h $5,000(x2) E4W [1]

E. Sedan 6 45 0/4 10f 5/60* 1.3 0.7 +3 1+1 4 4D/1h $6,000(x4) E4W [2]

A. Sedan 7 45 +1/4 11f 5/60* 1.3 0.6 +3 1+1 4 7h $48,000(x8) E4W

M. Sedan 8 45 +1/4 11f 5/60* 1.3 0.85 +3 1+1 4 6h $80,000(x16) E4W [3]

Pickup 6 55 0/4 10f 4/55* 2.2 1.2 +3 1+1 4 6h $12,000(x4) E4W

G. Pickup 6 55 0/4 9f 2/55* 2.7 1.2 +3 1+1 4 2h $6,000(x2) E4W [1]

E. Pickup 6 55 0/4 10f 4/55* 2.2 1.5 +3 1+1 4 5D/1h $8,000(x4) E4W [2]

A. Pickup 7 55 +1/4 11f 4/55* 2.2 1.5 +3 1+1 4 7h $64,000(x8) E4W

M. Pickup 8 55 +1/4 11f 4/55* 2.2 1.8 +3 1+1 4 6h $104,000(x16) E4W [3]

SUV 6 65 -1/4 10f 6/40* 4.0 2.4 +4 1+1 4 6h $14,000(x4) E4W

G. SUV 6 65 -1/4 9f 3/40* 5.0 2.4 +4 1+1 4 2h $7,000(x2) E4W [1]

E. SUV 6 65 -1/4 10f 6/40* 4.0 2.8 +4 1+1 4 5D/1h $8,000(x4) E4W [2]

A. SUV 7 65 0/4 11f 6/40* 4.0 2.8 +4 1+1 4 7h $72,000(x8) E4W

M. SUV 8 65 0/4 11f 6/40* 4.0 3.2 +4 1+1 4 6h $120,000(x16) E4W [3]
[1] See Wastelanders pg. 34 for rules for gasifiers, including maintenance. [2] Cost does not include 
power cells ($3,000 per D class power cell). [3] Can use power cells, ethanol, biodiesel, gasoline, or 
regular diesel.
G: Gasifier (TL5), E: Electric (TL6), A: Advanced (TL7), M: Multifuel (TL8)
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Buggy: A light, small car barely larger than a quad.
Sedan: A regular, medium sized car.
Pickup: A large (1 ton), american style pickup truck.
SUV: A very large van/utility vehicle.

Drive (Heavy Wheeled)
Vehicle TL ST/

HP
Hnd/
SR HT Move LWt. Load SM Occ DR Range Cost Locations Notes

Fast Truck 6 75 -1/4 10f 3/40* 6 3.9 +4 1+1 5 6h $20,000(x4) E6W

G. Fast Truck 5 75 -1/4 9f 2/40* 7.2 3.9 +4 1+1 5 2h $10,000(x2) E6W [1]

E. Fast Truck 6 75 -1/4 10f 3/40* 6 4.4 +4 1+1 5 8D/1h $12,000(x4) E6W [2]

A. Fast Truck 7 75 0/4 11f 3/40* 6 4.3 +4 1+1 5 7h $100,000(x8) E6W

M. Fast Truck 8 75 0/4 11f 3/40* 6 4.9 +4 1+1 5 6h $160,000(x16) E6W [3]

Utility Truck 6 85 -1/4 10f 1/25* 8.5 6.2 +4 1+1 5 6h $18,000(x4) E6W

G. Utility Truck 5 85 -1/4 9f 0.5/25* 10.2 6.2 +4 1+1 5 2h $9,000(x2) E6W [1]

E. Utility Truck 6 85 -1/4 10f 1/25* 8.5 6.6 +4 1+1 5 5D/1h $12,000(x4) E6W [2]

A. Utility Truck 7 85 -1/4 11f 1/25* 8.5 6.7 +4 1+1 5 7h $96,000(x8) E6W

M. Utility Truck 8 85 -1/4 11f 1/25* 8.5 7.3 +4 1+1 5 6h $144,000(x16) E6W [3]

Semi 6 100 -1/5 10f 2/55* 8 4.0 +4 1+1 5 6h $60,000(x4) E6W

G. Semi 5 100 -1/5 9f 1/55* 9.6 4.0 +4 1+1 5 2h $30,000(x2) E6W [1]

E. Semi 6 100 -1/5 10f 2/55* 8 6.1 +4 1+1 5 30D/1h $24,000(x4) E6W [2]

A. Semi 7 100 -1/5 11f 2/55* 8 4.9 +4 1+1 5 7h $250,000(x8) E6W

M. Semi 8 100 -1/5 11f 2/55* 8 6.0 +4 1+1 5 6h $380,000(x16) E6W [3]

Trailer 6 100 -3/4 — 1/30* 30 24.0 +5 — — — $4,000(x4) E8W

Bus 6 100 -1/4 10f 1/30* 15 11.0 +6 1+1 5 6h $28,000(x4) E4W

G. Bus 5 100 -1/4 9f 0.5/30* 18 11.0 +6 1+1 5 2h $14,000(x2) E4W [1]

E. Bus 6 100 -1/4 10f 1/30* 15 11.8 +6 1+1 5 10D/1h $16,000(x4) E4W [2]

A. Bus 7 100 -1/4 11f 1/30* 15 12.5 +6 1+1 5 7h $150,000(x8) E4W

M. Bus 8 100 -1/4 11f 1/30* 15 13.5 +6 1+1 5 6h $250,000(x16) E4W [3]

War Rig 6 150 -2/5 10f 2/30* 50 40.0 +6 1+1 5 6h $80,000(x4) E10W

G. War Rig 5 150 -2/5 9f 1/30* 60 40.0 +6 1+1 5 2h $40,000(x2) E10W [1]

E. War Rig 6 150 -2/5 10f 2/30* 50 42.5 +6 1+1 5 40D/1h $36,000(x4) E10W [2]

A. War Rig 7 150 -2/5 11f 2/30* 50 45.0 +6 1+1 5 7h $360,000(x8) E10W

M. War Rig 8 150 -2/5 11f 2/30* 50 47.0 +6 1+1 5 6h $550,000(x16) E10W [3]

[1] See Wastelanders pg. 34 for rules for gasifiers, including maintenance. [2] Cost does not include 
power cells ($3,000 per D class power cell). [3] Can use power cells, ethanol, biodiesel, gasoline, or 
regular diesel.
G: Gasifier (TL5), E: Electric (TL6), A: Advanced (TL7), M: Multifuel (TL8)
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Fast Truck: A powerhouse engine in a relatively light frame, designed to let a heavy vehicle keep up 
with light bikes.
Utility Truck: If I say military truck, this is the kind of vehicle you think off.
Semi: A semi-truck cabin. Note that this doesn't include a trailer; it's just the cabin.
Trailer: Needs an attached Semi to move. Track HP, Load, and upgrades separately for the cabin and 
the trailer. Use the handling, SR, and move from this stat-line when the semi is carrying a trailer 
around.
Bus: A full sized bus, with all the seats and other interior stripped out.
War Rig: a 1,000 horsepower death machine. The biggest, meanest thing in the wasteland.

Automobile/Heavy Wheeled Upgrades
Note: Make sure to also check General Upgrades below.
Mounted Weapon: this upgrade adds a crew station and a rooftop mounting point for a ranged 
weapon. Whoever uses the turret is exposed (no protection from above, and only half the torso is in 
cover of whatever armor the vehicle has), but can shoot the mounted weapon in a 180 degree forward 
arc. The mount can take just about any ranged weapons. A weapon mount costs $150 and weighs 
100lbs. Note that the additional crew man also counts against your payload (You'll typically want to 
allocate 200lbs to each crewman).
Extra Seat: Seating space inside the vehicle with room for an additional person. Costs $100 and 
weighs 30lbs per seat. Note that the additional passenger also counts against your payload (You'll 
typically want to allocate 200lbs to each crewman).
Spines: The vehicle menaces with spikes of metal, making it dangerous for people to attempt to board 
it. The vehicle counts as having the Long Spines advantage (basic set pg. 88). This costs $100 times the 
vehicle's SM and weighs 100lbs times the vehicle's SM.

Rams:
Ram Type DR SM+0 SM+1 SM+2 SM+3 SM+4 SM+5 SM+6
Defensive 

Ram 20 12lbs
$12

25lbs
$25

50lbs
$50

150bs
$150

0.15 tons
$300

0.3 tons
$600

0.6 tons
$1,200

V Ram 30 100lbs
$100

0.1 tons
$200

0.2 tons
$400

0.5 tons
$1,000

1 ton
$2,000

2 tons
$4,000

4 tons
$8,000

Defensive Ram: A bulbar or other “ram” primarily designed to protect the car from damage rather than 
to deal more damage. The defensive ram gives the vehicle additional DR which only applies against 
collisions from the front of the vehicle.
V Ram: A solid V shaped ram for knocking things out of the way and otherwise plowing through 
barriers. V rams provide a lot of protection against any attack against the vehicle’s front. As they are 
designed to knock things out of the way, they only deal half damage when ramming, but the damage 
that is dealt is cutting damage (which deals 50% extra damage after Damage Reduction).
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General Upgrades
Armoring: The standard wastelander vehicles come with a simple frame, with no protection of any 
kind offered to the crew or the delicate engines. Naturally, most people add some additional covering, 
to keep bullets, blades and the occasional twig from damaging valuable components. The costs and 
weights below are per facing (front, left, right, back, top, and bottom), so if you want to use the same 
armor all over simply multiply the weight and cost by 6. The cost of a given type of armor depends on 
the size modifier of the vehicle.

Armor Level DR SM+0 SM+1 SM+2 SM+3 SM+4 SM+5 SM+6

Light wood 
planks 1 5lbs

$0.5
10lbs

$1
20lbs

$2
50lbs

$5
100lbs

$10
200lbs

$20
400lbs

$20

Thick wood 
planks 10 50lbs

$5
100lbs

$10
0.1 tons

$20
0.25 tons

$50
0.5 tons

$100
1 ton
$200

2 tons
$200

Wooden Palisade 30 150lbs
$15

0.15 tons
$30

0.3 tons
$60

0.75 tons
$150

1.5 tons
$300

3 tons
$600

6 tons
$600

Sturdy Layered 
Canvas 3 1lbs

$5
2lbs
$10

4lbs
$20

20lbs
$50

40lbs
$100

80lbs
$200

160lbs
$400

Thin Scrap 
Covers 10 30lbs

$30
60lbs
$60

120lbs
$120

0.15 tons
$300

0.3 tons
$600

0.6 tons
$1,200

1.2 tons
$2,400

Reinforced Scrap 
Armor 20 60lbs

$60
120lbs
$120

240lbs
$240

0.3 tons
$600

0.6 tons
$1,200

1.2 tons
$2,400

2.4 tons
$4,800

Aluminum Armor 5 10lbs
$50

20lbs
$100

40lbs
$200

100lbs
$500

0.1 tons
$1,000

0.2 tons
$2,000

0.4 tons
$4,000

Steel Sheets 15 40lbs
$75

80lbs
$150

160lbs
$300

0.2 tons
$750

0.4 tons
$1,500

0.8 tons
$3,000

1.6 tons
$6,000

Thick Steel Plate 40 100lbs
$200

0.1 tons
$400

0.2 tons
$800

0.5 tons
$2,000

1 ton
$4,000

2 tons
$8,000

4 tons
$16,000

Extra Fuel Tank: Only available for Ethanol or biodiesel powered vehicles. Doubles the vehicle's 
range, but also how many gallons of fuel it takes to fill the tank (Lwt/5 gallons instead of Lwt/10). 
Negligible weight, costs $50 times SM.
Nitro: Any ethanol or biodiesel vehicle can be upgraded with a nitrous oxide booster. This increases 
the vehicle's move by +2/+20 for 10 seconds when it is activated. You can link multiple systems to 
allow for a longer boost or keep them separate to allow for multiple boosts without refueling. Each 
system weighs basically nothing, costs $200 times size mod and requires 1 gallon worth of nitrous 
oxide per size mod per activation. Where available, nitros typically costs $100 per gallon and is a TL4 
item.
Off-road capability: Using wider tires, an all-wheel drive, an uprated suspension, and/or a bit more 
torque for the engine, the vehicle’s ability to travel cross country at speeds can be improved. This 
requires 100lbs (0.05 tons) per Size Modifier (SM) and costs $150 per SM in supplies (multiplied by 
the vehicle’s Tech Level modifier). Upgrading a SM+2, TL6 vehicle would reduce its max load by 0.1 
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tons and would require $600 in parts.
Speaker Systems: A basic speaker system is TL6, costs $50x4, weighs next to nothing (2lbs) and can 
easily be powered by any engine (or C/24h, for unpowered vehicles). Should you for some reason want 
a sound system more powerful than a boom box or a hand held loudspeaker, you can stack these; 
doubling the amount of speakers increases the noise level by about 10dB.
Wheel Blades: Wheel Blades deal cutting (cut) damage during side swiping collisions, which means 
an extra 50% damage after armor. They also allow you to make called shots against tires (or legs) when 
side swiping an opponent. However, if you fail to penetrate the enemy’s DR, the blade will snap off. 
They cost $50 each, and at least half your wheels on that side of the vehicle need to have wheel blades 
to get any advantage from them. Their weight is negligible (2lbs per blade) and it is a TL1 upgrade.

Overloading vehicles
In general, attempting to overload a wasteland vehicle simply results the in suspension snapping like a 
twig or the vehicle getting irrevocably stuck the next time you come across mud, sand, or loose dirt. 
This is realistic, but not particularly fun. It also makes it difficult to armor any of the vehicles on this 
page to any degree (which again is realistic, given that these are low quality pre-WW1 era engines). In 
order to strike a balance between fun and realism, I'd put together a rule which allows the kind of 
dangerously overloaded vehicles you'd expect to see in post-apocalyptic fiction without making that the 
only viable choice.

The following rule is available to ground vehicles with off-road capacity (no * after their move stat; 
either because it came with that capability or it has been given the off-road capacity upgrade above): 
The vehicle can be tuned for maximizing carry capacity at the cost of maneuverability. This requires a 
Mechanic(Vehicle type) roll and several hours of work (2d6 hours, if precision is needed), but doesn't 
require any parts. This modification has the following effects:

• Increase the vehicle's LWt by its base Load and then increase its Load by the same amount. For 
example, a pickup truck (LWt 2.2, Load 1.2) would have a loaded weight of 3.4 tons and a max 
load of 2.4 tons after the upgrade.

• Decrease Handling, Stability Rating, Acceleration, and HT by 1.
• Reduce maximum velocity by 40%.
• Divide the vehicle's range by two.
• The vehicle loses its off road capacity, and now counts as road-bound (meaning it's maximum 

off-road velocity is 4x its now reduced Acceleration or its reduced velocity, whichever is lower).
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Worked Examples

Buying Wasteland Vehicles
Meet Mike. Mike is a Tech with the Gadgeteer advantage who wants to start with a gasifier powered 
trike. A trike is a three wheeled vehicle with a motorcycle like front and a pair of wheels in the back. 
Mechanically, this is a G. Heavy Bike, but it's controlled by Drive(Automobile). $2,600 is a bit steep 
for Mike (who wants a rifle and some other fancy toys as well), so he decides to reduce the listed price 
by 40% in exchange for 4 rolls on the table below. He gets luck once (rolling a 7), but ends up with a 
Wobbly and doubly Mistreated vehicle.

Repairing wasteland damage
A HT roll of 7 is a disaster waiting to happen so Mike prioritizes getting that fixed as soon as possible. 
Repairing the two Mistreated rolls normally needs $520 worth of parts (20% of $2,600), but since Mike 
is a Gadgeteer he only needs 30% of that (as per the first paragraph of Inventing, pg 40 in The New 
World) or $156. On his first trip into the wasteland, a battle with a rival biker gang ends with an enemy 
G. Light Bike going up in smoke and the enemy fleeing for the hills. A broken light bike is worth $250, 
and better yet, is Very Closely Related to his trike. So this broken bike counts as $500 worth of parts 
for repairing the trike.

Mike decides to get rid of Wobbly as well while he has the parts available. Since he's now fixing three 
rolls of wasteland damage, he needs $234 in parts (30% of the $780 a non-Gadgeteer would need). He 
has $500 worth, which means he gets a +1 for having twice what he needs to work with. He could 
forgo that bonus and keep the leftover parts for other jobs but the rules for Picking and Choosing(The 
New World, pg 39) means he'd be left with about $25 worth of junk (250 lbs of it) which isn't worth it.

In addition to the +1 from parts, he has a +3 from tech level (Gasifier wasteland vehicles are TL5), a -1 
from the Engineering Table (pg 39; he's a Gadgeteer working on a $780 modification), and a +0 for 
using improvised tools. All in all a fairly simple Engineer(Gasifier Engine or Wheeled Vehicle) roll, but 
it will take him 2d6 hours so he should probably wait until he's back at base. Would be a pity if the rival 
gang came back while he was working.

Upgrading Vehicles
A few missions later, the group get their hands on a hand cranked heavy machine gun. Mike decides he 
wants to mount this on the back of his trike, so that the group's soldier can stand behind him and fire 
the machinegun. Normally, this kind of mounted weapon isn't available for motorcycles, but the GM 
agrees that it makes sense for a trike to have a pintle mount. The upgrade costs $150 and weighs 100lbs 
(as per automobile upgrades, below).
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Mike only needs $45 worth of parts thanks to being a gadgeteer, so he makes due with a solid metal 
pipe the group's Hulk has been using as a club (Related) and some junk. The upgrade doesn't have a 
listed TL which either means it's TL4 or that the GM has made as mistake and should update the wiki. 
In this case, it's TL4. So this time he gets +4 from TL, but no bonus from extra parts, and it's still a -1 
modification (since $150 is over the $100 limit for the next step up the table). Weapon mounts are 
covered by Engineering (Artillery or Combat). Mike doesn't have either of those, so has to default from 
Engineer(Wheeled Vehicle) with a -4 penalty.

Changing Drivetrain
A few months later, the players' home village has gotten itself a working still, and Mike is confident 
enough in being able to afford alcohol that he decides it's time to upgrade the trike to a different engine. 
Looking over his list of parts, Mike thinks he might be able to upgrade to an advanced trike ($24,000!). 
His trike is currently worth $2,490 ($2,600 base, -$260 from one wasteland damage roll and +$150 
from the weapon mount). He doesn't want to cannibalize the mount, so after upgrading his target 
vehicle will be worth $24,150. That's a difference of $21,660.

He's picked up a roll of sheet aluminium (1 ton, worth $10,000) as well as quite a few broken bikes, 
and even a ruined pickup truck (worth $1,800 with 3 wasteland damage rolls and quarter value for 
being broken). He needs $6,498 worth of parts to do the job (Gadgeteer is highly recommended for 
Techs). The pickup truck is Very Closely Related, so takes care of $3,600 on its own. He could use the 
bikes to deal with the rest, but he decides to try to save those, using the aluminium instead.

He sets out to fabricate (The New World, pg 40) the parts he needs from aluminium. Luckily he has a 
machine shop set up, but he still takes a -4 from the modification penalty. He has quite some down time 
ahead of him, so he decides to take his time on this (Time Spent, Basic Set: Campaigns pg 346). Taking 
four times as long for a +2 bonus seems about enough, so he makes his machinist roll at -2. A success 
by 4 provides 25% of the parts he needs, or $1,624.50. Looks like he'll have to use a few bikes to make 
up the difference.

Now comes the big roll. TL7 means a +1, but it is a -4 modification (since the value increase is over 
$10,000), and he doesn't have any extra parts available. He gets the bonuses from extra time on this roll 
too, however, for a total of -1. Since this is an engine upgrade, he needs Engineer (Ethanol Engine), but 
luckily he's been pumping XP into that for the last couple of sessions. Normally, the upgrade would 
take 2dx5d hours, but fabricating doubles this and spending extra time means 4 times more time on top 
of that again. In the end, the project ends up taking 1,152 hours, or about 5 months given 8 hour days.

He succeeded by 1 in the end, but unfortunately rolls a 4 for determining how many bugs his design 
has. Here gadgeteer works against him, because gadgeteers get +2 on that roll. 6 bugs, divided by 2 
since this is a modification and not a scratch built vehicle, is three. Even after subtracting twice his 
margin of success, that still leaves one bug in the design. The upgraded trike ends up with a Bad Engine 
(which can be repaired as per normal for wasteland damage).
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